Hillary and Bernie, both a total disaster
for IT workers, Donald Trump ate their
lunch and the IT Vote and the Election,
one was the Temple Goddess of TATA
and the Burn Man was a Day Short and
a Dollar Behind.
I begged both Hillary and Bennie via various means of communication including
questions to their campaigns, questions to their fundraiser events, questions to
their staff thru operatives, questions via Facebook, you name it. All I got was a
dead deer in my flashlight, Bernie and Hillary to IT Workers of America – DROP
DEAD.
Hillary was a Tata loving H-1B advocate and a useless and wreck less destructor
and basically hopeless. IT professionals hated her and for good reason, she
ignored the Disney layoffs, she probably, along with her staff did not read the
headlines about the knowledge transfer layoffs ands the plane loads of Indians
arriving at various air ports, computers in hands ready to take US Tech jobs
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away. She did not give a shit and it was obvious, just another nail on the cross
on her disastrous presidential fiasco in which she lost to Donald Trump, a con
man and pathological liar among his other countless attributes and traits. It
bears note that Trumps only positive trademark is that he was against the H-1B
visa and has attempted to implement watered down policies.

Hillary supported the blatant discrimination of US workers by the monstrous and
mean spirited India-based IT service firm Tata Consultancy Services. This is not
the America in which a wide distribution of workers is employed in companies
according to race and gender. This is not the diversity that the Democrats and
Hillary would preach. The big corporations that utilize Tata are engaged in mass
discrimination by default by contracting with these H1B slave labor companies.
These companies are 99% Indian, and are on the street unemployed.
I posted on the Hillary FB page numerous times hoping her staff would get my
drift; she was losing the IT vote in droves. Shit for brains, anal and feckless, out-of
–touch and incapable of thinking about working class Americans much less
middle class IT workers. Hillary may have had the correct overall policies, Trump
had the message and the mojo.
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“Hillary, the outsourced IT workers who have to train their replacements with
foreign guest workers are seeking your outlook on the blatant discrimination of
the of the India-based IT services firms examples being Infosys and Tata
Consultancy Services. They have ignored or shoved aside American IT workers
for years, whether through lay offs or by employment discrimination. This is not
the America in which a wide distribution of workers is employed in companies
according to race and gender. The big corporations that utilize Infosys and Tata
are engaged in mass discrimination by default by contracting with these H-1B
indentured labor companies. These companies are 99% Indian, and finally fed
up IT workers who have already trained their H-1B IT replacements and are on
the street unemployed and have gone to court. What is your position on H-1B
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and displacement of American workers based on your unique perspectives?
Additional insight can be gained @ our FB page:
https://www.facebook.com/SaveAmericanITJobs/

For Bernie Sanders, he has been against the H-1B program for years and was
part of the coalition of Ten Senators that sponsored H-1B reform bills.
On the plus side for Bernie, research indicates that Mr. Sanders has been on top
of this issue for years. Count 10 years at the minimum. The Senator has proposed
various amendments and has been speaking about H1-B abuse and has been
on the side of American middle class technical workers. His has been a lonely
voice in the Dark Ages for IT Workers, circa, 2007, a You Tube video has Bernie
giving a floor speech on the Senate floor that sounds like it was produced this
2016 summer; the video speech was published in 2007: “Sanders Introduces Bill
Cracking Down on H-1B Visa” Published on Jun 7, 2007.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nR9QdQIKqMc.

But on the campaign trail all Bernie could talk about was the same old broken
record of the 1% Billionaires and the REVOLUTION. I posted repeatedly on his
Facebook page, as did other SAVE page readers, the silence of the click were
deafening.
Here is a sample post to the Bernie Facebook page his staff apparently did not
read or respond to.
Bernie, here is some middle class jobs being robbed - by overseas guest VISA H1B workers. H1B Have you heard of it? I have not heard say one word in your
campaign or in media - I HEAR NOTHING!
Bernie Help Us! H-1B and Outsourcing is OUT OF CONTOL - DO SOMETHING _
SPEAK OUT NOW BERNIE!
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My colleagues and I have developed a Facebook community page to serve as
a forum and timeline to fight H1B abuse by US Corporations on the Information
Technology Workers. We ask this question?
CAN YOU IMAGINE LOSING YOUR JOB TO A FOREIGN WORKER AND THEN
TRAINING THAT FOREIGN GUEST WORKER AS YOUR REPLACEMENT?
I ask anybody reading this, how would you like it?
Please take a look at the community FB page Save American Information
Technology Jobs and its timeline regarding H1-B, F-1 OPT and Outsourcing @:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Save-American-Information-TechnologyJobs/256809727849073

After more frustration, I posted on FB BERNIE page:
“Burned by Bernie, IT Pros Wonder? “I have posted and written e-mails to Bernie
the Burn Sanders and I have NOT heard shit about H-1B from this guy. People on
this page and YOURS TRUELY are getting quite impatient with Mr. Sanders lack of
policy statements and lack of public statement is support of H-1B reform. This
includes his name attached to the current Bill in the Senate. I have posted
repeated on his FB page, hoping a staffer can catch this wave. The New York
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Times gets it. Briebart News gets it. Does BERNIE GET IT! HE did in the PAST, WTF is
up with this guy?”
I posted again and again and again. It was the Same Results Different Day.
“Bernie - The situation is dire and desperate for IT workers all over the country
and nobody is listening in Washington DC. Good high paying intelligent jobs are
lost. Let us hope this book is a real step forward; meanwhile while the media
reports continue from Computer World and The New York Times and Brietbart,
now IT workers need to write their congress persons and apply the pressure while
the momentum is now moving in our direction, the opportunity is ripe for change
during this election cycle. NOW IS OUR MOMENT TO GRASP CHANGE, BUT WE
MUST FIGHT FOR CHANGE! I just stepped off by soapbox.
A California Save Page Member made these frustrating comments.
“I'm not happy with his non-response either. I reached out to him via his
campaign website and asked them what U.S. Senator Bernie Sanders plan was
to solve the H1b visa problem America has and how he was going to protect
America's middle class if the jobs are flying overseas due to this visa issue. This
was several weeks ago and of course I haven't heard a thing back...the sound
of crickets to be exact. The problem I have, is that I really like U.S. Senator Bernie
Sanders and the message he touts, so I really hope he's being honest with us
Americans and we're aren't being bamboozled...again. However, it IS important
to remember the alternatives. Could you honestly vote for anyone else currently
running? Please Bernie, do the right thing here and save IT jobs, the middle class
and America from this horrible, deplorable, disgraceful H1b visa problem!!”
Finally my frustration hit rock bottom, when Bernie missed the Carrier worker
layoffs that Trump coned and exploited for political reasons.
I posted the following o the SAVE page:
“I watched Trump yesterday trying to catch some Disney action, ANYWAY HE
MOVINGLY MENTIONED EXPLICITLY THE HORRIBLE Carrier Corp. firm that is moving
1,400 Indianapolis jobs to Mexico. I know, this place, three miles from my
boyhood house. That heating and cooling factory has been there for years. The
You Tube video went viral on Huff Post and everywhere. Those blue collar jobs
are gone forever and the 50 + aged men laid off are ruined for life. THIS IS WHY
PEOPLE ARE ANGRY AND COALESCE TO TRUMP! Where is BERNIE SANDERS on
CARRIER and the layoffs? I AM ALL EARS. Where is BERNIE SANDERS on H-1B in
Florida? Right now Bernie is a broken record. He needs to SPEAK DIRECTLY
ABOUT H-1B and the CARRIER layoffs in Indy. THE SILENCE IS DEAFENING.”
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Later after extensive searching I found this article, too little to late.
BTW for the record: Bernie has said something about Carriert, I have read http://www.reuters.com/article/us-carriercorp-layoffs-idUSKCN0VS02H. Clinton
nothing, you have to talk about specifics on the campaign, pain on the ground,
Trump brought in the laid off Disney workers to the stage. They have no place
else TO GO. No other candidate is addressing the issue. It tells people that
Congress and the White House are beholden to special 1% interests. Bernie is on
the case. That is a good thing. He just needs to be louder - I guess.
Finally I posted this desperation, it turns out that Bernie did not want to offend the
Latin vote by speaking out on H-1B, why would they care or even know about
he H-1B problem, DUMB, plain DUMB. Other Democrats told me the same, it
seems that if Sanders mentioned in any negative was the word IMMIFRATION,
even in a H-1B context, his campaign feared Hispanic vote lose.
Among Democrats - This Question - Why Does Bernie Sanders NOT talk Disney
and H-1B? And Now H-1Bis are in the halls of the Labor Dept, and BLS of all
things. It is an issue he has championed for years. Now he has a zipper mouth,
The Breitbart Clinton article, well done, offers a glimpse. Bernie does not want to
offend the Hispanic vote by condemning the H-1B guest immigrants. Dumb
because it insults the intelligence of the Hispanic crowd and alienates the IT
vote. Lose Lose for Bernie. These are silo issues, they are separate, Hello Bernie? I
QUOTE a PARA from the Breitbart Clinton H-1B Foundation article that was
referenced by the will done Politico article.
“But Sanders’ campaign against the H-1B program, so far, has been crippled by
his need to win Latino votes in the Democratic primaries. For example, he
released a video championing his support for unskilled, welfare-dependent,
illegal-immigrant Latino farm workers. Few voters — and even fewer reporters —
can easily reconcile Sanders’ support for low-skill, low-productivity, welfaredependent illegals with his simultaneous opposition to higher-skill, H-1B collegegrad, outsourcing workers.”
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/03/10/clinton-foundation-hiresh-1b-guest-workers-in-place-of-american-graduates/?
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BERNIE BLAST: WE HAVE HEARD PLENTY OF LATE FROM THE
DONALD ON H1-B POSITIONS, WHAT IS THE STORY WITH
BERNIE SANDERS IN REGARD TO AMERICAN IT WORKERS
LOSING THEIR JOBS TO CHEAP OVERSEAS GUEST WORKERS?
RESEARCH INDICATES THAT MR. SANDERS HAS BEEN ON TOP
OF THIS ISSUE FOR YEARS AND I MEAN MANY YEARS. COUNT
10 YEARS AT THE MINIMUM – MAY 1, 2015.

By Patrick Thibodeau
May 1, 2015
Bernie Blast: We have heard plenty of late from The Donald on H1-B positions,
what is the story with Bernie Sanders in regard to American IT Workers losing
their jobs to cheap overseas guest workers? Research indicates that Mr.
Sanders has been on top of this issue for years and I mean many years. Count
10 years at the minimum. The Senator has proposed various amendments and
has been speaking about H1-B abuse for years and has been on the side of
American middle class technical workers. His has been a lonely voice in the
Dark Ages for IT Workers, circa, 2007, in which a You Tube video has Bernie
giving a floor speech on the Senate floor that sounds like it was produced this
summer; the video speech was published in 2007.
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It is clear, repeatedly and consistently, that Bernie Sanders has been opposed
to out sourcing, off shoring, whatever, and the H1-B influx and flood of overseas
labor replacing American IT professionals and STEM graduates.

Bernie Sanders is one of the 10 senators seeking investigation into H-1B-driven
layoffs that has formed a collation of odd and strange bedfellows that includes
anti-immigration republicans and liberal senators, even Senator James Inhofe
(R-Okla). Can you believe it - Senator Snowball, the Climate Change Denier!
Jeff Sessions (R-Ala.) has driven the issue in the senate and has enlisted Ron Hira
of Howard University and well-known academic critic of the H1-B program. It
stands to reason that Bernie Sanders is in compliance with the proposals
outlined by Donald Trump. Jeff Sessions and Trump were together on stage in
Mobile Alabama on Friday, August 19.
In May 2015, Computerworld published and article - “Meet Bernie Sanders, H1B skeptic” here are some quotes “Sanders is skeptical of the H-1B program,
and has lambasted tech companies for hiring visa holders at the same time
they're cutting other staffers. He's especially critical of the visa's use by
providers of IT services that are headquartered overseas.”
"Last year, the top 10 employers of H-1B guest workers were all offshore
outsourcing companies," Sanders said in a Senate speech in 2013. "These firms
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are responsible for shipping large numbers of American information technology
jobs to India and other countries."
Furthermore we quote CW:
“The points raised by Sanders echo those made by Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-Ala.),
who chairs the Senate's Immigration subcommittee. In fact, Sanders was one of
10 senators who signed a recent letter by Sessions and Sen. Dick Durbin (D-Ill.)
to several federal departments seeking an investigation into H-1B use.”
Hillary Clinton, that is another matter, she plays both sides of the fence on H1-B
and is flaky, trying to have it both ways, voters are wising up to Washington
ways, they want YES or NO answers. So far on Hillary, NO is the answer to IT
Workers on H1-B relief.
Again CW:
“If Sanders can pick up enough support to become a true national
candidate, he could stand in sharp contrast to his current chief rival for the
Democratic nomination, Hillary Clinton, the onetime Democratic senator from
New York and former secretary of state under President Barack Obama.
Clinton has previously voiced support for an increase in the cap on H-1B visas.”
BOTTOM LINE: Bernie Sanders is ROCK SOLID behind US IT Workers and their
plight. He has a long track record. Trump has addressed the H1-B situation with
specific policies proposals to current law. Bernie Sanders needs to step up with
his proposal and speak in a microphone. Sanders is very sincere, no PAC or
billionaire money, that gives him street creed, the Millennial’s LOVE Bernie. All
You Need is Love.

http://www.computerworld.com/article/2916827/it-outsourcing/berniesanders-h-1b-skeptic.html
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BERNIE BLAST: FINALLY SOME H-1B POLICY NEWS FROM
THE BERN MAN HIPSTER THE MILLENNIAL’S LOVE. NOW
MAYBE THE US STEM IT MAJORS CAN SEE A RAY OF HOPE.
ALBEIT A DETECTION OF A PROTON PARTICLE PERHAPS. I
HAVE SEARCHED HIS WEB SITE FOR VISA FRAUD AND H1B
POLICY, I HAVE POSTED NUMEROUS TIMES ON THE BERNIE
FACEBOOK PAGE, AND EXPRESSED IRRITATION – MARCH
10, 2015.

By Patrick Thibodeau
Senior Editor, Computerworld | NOV 25, 2015 9:50 AM PT
Bernie Blast: Finally some H-1B policy news from the Bern Man Hipster the
Millennial’s Love. Now maybe the US STEM IT majors can see a ray of hope.
Albeit a detection of a proton particle perhaps. I have searched his web site for
visa fraud and H1B policy, I have posted numerous times on the Bernie
Facebook page, and expressed irritation.
I cut to the chase and paste the entire Patrick CW article:
ComputerWorld QUOTE:
“U.S. Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-VT) wants to reform the H-1B program, in part, by
"substantially" raising prevailing wages.“
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“Higher wages is one of the things sought by Sanders, who is seeking the
Democratic presidential nomination, in his just-released immigration platform.“
“Higher prevailing wages is seen by critics of the H-1B program as a way to
discourage businesses from using foreign labor to replace U.S. workers. "If there
is a true labor shortage, employers must offer higher, not lower wages," said
Sanders, in his platform.“
“Sanders, a critic of the H-1B program, also opposes the current system of
"binding workers to a specific employer." Employers seek temporary work visas
and it is not easy for a visa worker to move to, potentially, better job.“
“Sanders' plan also establishes a "whistleblower visa" for workers reporting labor
violations.”
“Sanders doesn't go into great detail about his work visa proposal, but at least
he brings it up. His main Democratic opponent, Hillary Clinton, doesn't discuss
the H-1B visa at all in her "comprehensive" immigration platform.“
“Among the leading Republican presidential candidates, Donald Trump, the
billionaire developer, has emerged as the chief H-1B critic for his party, and,
similar to Sanders, also wants prevailing wages increased. Another candidate,
U.S. Sen. Ted Cruz (R-Texas), is on the cusp of reversing his previously supportive
position and is working on reform legislation.“
“Republican candidates who are seen as supporters of a visa cap increase
are former Florida governor Jeb Bush and U.S. Senator Marco Rubio (R-Fla.).”
“Hillary Clinton may be more aligned with Rubio and Bush than she is with
Sanders on the H-1B issue. While U.S. Senator in New York, Clinton traveled to
Buffalo in 2003 to mark the opening of Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) office.
That was 12 years ago, but the H-1B issue was very much a subject of
controversy by then. TCS is one of the largest users of the H-1B visa.”
“The Clinton links to the IT offshore outsourcing industry have continued since
then through the work of the Clinton Foundation, where Tata has been
participating in its STEM education efforts. Former President Bill Clinton was paid
$260,000 by IT services firm HCL in 2011 to deliver a speech.”
“What remains to be seen is whether Sanders brings up the differences
between him and Hillary Clinton on the H-1B issue, and forces a discussion on
the issue.“
END QUOTE
On the plus side for Bernie in regard to H-1B abuse, research indicates that Mr.
Sanders has been on top of this issue for years. Count 10 years at the minimum.
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The Senator has proposed various amendments and has been speaking about
H1-B abuse and has been on the side of American middle class technical
workers. His has been a lonely voice in the Dark Ages for IT Workers, circa,
2007, in which a You Tube video has Bernie giving a floor speech on the Senate
floor that sounds like it was produced this summer; the video speech was
published in 2007 and re-posted on this site. Now finally we get a sentence or
two from official sources per ComputerWorld. I would like Bernie to step up to
the microphone and talk H-1B Visa abuse and STEM and IT worker job
displacement. THEN I BE HAPPY FACE.

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3008726/it-careers/bernie-sanderswants-to-raise-wages-of-h-1b-workers.html

Here is the Save American Information Technology Jobs H-1B, L-1, F-1 OPT
Presidential scorecard circa 2015 thus far:
Bernie “Feel the Bern” Sanders: Grade B minus. Bern has solid history of fighting
against H-1B abuse in the past, but his lack of intensity recently gives me pause.
Speak to the microphone in Florida Bernie.
Donald “The Grump” Trump: Grade: B. Donald has the best policy on paper but
in interviews and in the debate he seemed to be fogey and forgetful about his
H1B policies and subsequent H-1B Hell suffered by IT Pros. After the debate he
had an impressive interview with Brietbart about Disney. The Brietbart
readership seems OK with Trump now. I do not trust Trump, his behavior erratic,
he is bombastic, crude and racist with high disregard for the facts. I do not see
Trump taking to world leaders - I shudder at the thought. I had the dream the
other day, "I Donald J Trump, do solemnly swear that I will faithfully execute the
office of President of the United States, and will to the best of my ability,
preserve, protect and defend the Constitution of the United States." I
screamed, This is no dream! Is this is really happening! I awoke to the face of a
nurse.
Ted “The Cuban Texan” Cruz: Grade F. Lovable Ted wanted to raise the visa
quota by 500% per congressional testimony. Over a long period of time he has
stuck with that position. But lately he has been taking a beating on talk radio
and Brietbart and all of a sudden he is walking back on his position. Does not
matter, Ted Cruz is not to be trusted. I saw him speak in person, virtually every
statement he made was a skillful twist of lies and misinformation played out by
his great speaking technique. HE WANTS TO SHUT DOWN THE GOVERNMENT
AND ADVOCATES THE GOLD STANDARD. People on Wall Street are scratching
their heads. Ted Cruz - take a long cruise on a small ship.
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Hillary “Control Freak” Clinton: Grade F. Hillary has strong credentials in foreign
policy and many other matters and is strong intellectually and policy wise in
economics. In H-1B and for the defense of IT Workers, she flunks badly. She
received contributions from Tata and the other Indian outsourcing companies,
she has not said BOO about this matter as Patrick mentioned. IT Workers to
HILLARY, GET WITH THE PROGRAM! GRADE=F.
Marco “Water Boy for 1% America” Rubio: Grade F. He has consistently
proposed to triple the visa quotas despite being a Senator from Florida where
the Disney outrage continues unabated. He was accused of being a liar by
Sara Blackwell this week. Brietbart News and the readers are all over his case.
Rubio is young and dumb and looking for billionaire money. When his 1%
donors talk he delivers the water. It is that simple. Rubio is a horrible US Senator,
and if elected President, a complete disaster for IT Workers and workers
everywhere. His tax policy, you guessed it, 1% ALL the WAY. GRADE=F.
Jeb! ”Jeb Can Fix It” Bush: Grade F. Where Rubio is a water boy who can
actually move and walk, Jebbie is a puppet to the rich 1% donors and his 120
Million $uper Pac pals. Like a low energy puppet, his lips will speak from what
his rich donors tell him. What the Jebbie will tell IT Workers, is the same old hole
in the bucket his brother provided to IT Workers, more H1B, more IT Worker lay
offs ands KT. If Jeb! is elected President, a complete fucking disaster, making his
brother look good.
Carly “Botox Queen” Fiorina: Grade F. Horrible personality, mean and nasty,
not good for women, IT workers, workers in general and all living creatures on
this earth. Carly Fiorina you ruined HP and planted the seeds of the current
destruction, you got a $50 Million parachute, a mansion and a yacht and
nobody in the valley will hire your vicious persona again. You are mean spirited
and NOT qualified. I am on my knees, holding my head, bellowing in despair,
just the mere thought or instance that this woman can be President of the
United States. Everybody, do not look at her face, look at her eyes. Something
mean and vicious in those eyes.
Ben “Speak Very Slowly” Carson: Grade F: The current take is that nobody
knows what Uncle Ben’s policy positions are. I doubt if he knows what H-1B
means. According to a recent New York times article, Gentle Ben is learning
the names of the countries in the middle east. It is hard to believe he was a
fancy surgeon, his dopey statements and lack of coherence leads me to
believe he lives in the planet called 7th Day Brain Dead.
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The rest of the candidates, Rand “Ram the Poor” Paul, Crispy Kreme Christie,
John Carsick, and Mike Fuckabee all are Grade F. Not worthy of further
discussion.

IT WAS THE YEAR 2007 AND HILLARY CLINTON CLIMBED
ON THE OUT SOURCING AND H-1B $$$BANDWAGON$$$ - SHE HAS BEEN RIDING ON THAT
WAGON EVER SINCE. MESSAGE TO HILLARY - CHANGE
YOUR POSITION - MESSAGE TO BERNIE - TELL HILLARY TO
CHANGE HER POSITION - ELSE THE AMERICAN IT VOTE
MAY PLAY THE TRUMP CARD – MARCH 10, 2016.
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Hillary Hillary Slap Slap - Wake Up Hillary! This is Toto. You're not in India
anymore. Slap. Slap, Slap - Wake up Hillary ! WAKE UP! WAKE UP! You got
thousands and thousands of USA outsourced workers unemployed! It is the year
2016 Hillary! She still won't wake up. Let me try some water - thanks Marco POUR - The water seems to be steaming ?&&%*? - Wake Up Hillary - She
disappeared either in the fog of the steam or dissolved.
“Hillary Clinton reaffirms support for more H-1B visas.”
“Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) 2007 Global Alumni Conference -- Santa
Clara, California, July 6, 2007. Hillary Clinton reassured the Indian lobbyists and
American corporations that she supports an expanded H-1B visa program.
Clinton casually disregarded the qualified and talented Americans who are
being displaced by the cheap, young, and mostly male, H-1B visa holders.”
https://youtu.be/AOW0cUaGWZU
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IT WAS THE YEAR 2004, 11 YEARS LATER LET ’S GOOGLE
HILLARY TATA BUFFALO AND SEE WHAT HAPPENS –
MARCH 10, 2016?

FLASHBACK QUOTE: Mar 5, 2004 - “WASHINGTON: Former First Lady Hillary
Clinton on Wednesday defended the general principles of free trade and
outsourcing , while rejecting suggestions that she was allowing Indian info-tech
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major Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) to take away jobs from the state that
elected her to the Senate.”

“The New York Senator was ambushed by CNN's Lou Dobbs on his show, a daily
outlet for anti-free trade rants, with questions about a TCS center she opened
last year in Buffalo in upstate New York despite the company's reputation as an
'outsourcer.' “

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/Hillary-Clintonstands-up-for-Tatas-outsourcing/articleshow/541336.cms
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TATA CASTE SYSTEM - IF YOU ARE WHITE TAKE A
HIKE! IF U R NOT SOUTH ASIAN - U R AN
UNTOUCHABLE – MARCH 10, 2016.

THE TATA CORPORATE MOTTO
TATA CASTE SYSTEM - IF YOU ARE WHITE TAKE A HIKE! - N IF U R NOT SOUTH
ASIAN - U R AN UNTOUCHABLE.
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“The lawsuit, filed this week in federal court in San Francisco, claims that 95% of
the 14,000 people Tata employs in the U.S. are South Asian or mostly Indian. It
says this practice has created a "grossly disproportionate workforce."
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2910327/it-outsourcing/it-workerslawsuit-accuses-tata-of-discrimination.html.”

FLASHBACK YEAR 2007: HILLARY CLINTON DID NOT GO
TO BUFFALO FOR THE WINGS SHE WENT THERE FOR THE
TATA $$$ – MARCH 10, 2016.

By Peter Wallsten July 30, 2007 LA Times Staff Writer
FlashBack Year 2007: Hillary Clinton did NOT go to Buffalo for the Wings she
went there for the TATA $$$.
FLASHBACK QUOTE: “BUFFALO, N.Y. — To many labor unions and high-tech
workers, the Indian giant Tata Consultancy Services is a serious threat -- a
company that has helped move U.S. jobs to India while sending thousands of
foreign workers on temporary visas to the United States.”
“So when Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton (D-N.Y.) came to this struggling city to
announce some good news, her choice of partners was something of a
surprise.”
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“Joining Tata Consultancy's chief executive at a downtown hotel, Clinton
announced that the company would open a software development office in
Buffalo and form a research partnership with a local university. Tata told a
newspaper that it might hire as many as 200 people.”
“The 2003 announcement had clear benefits for the senator and the
company: Tata received good press, and Clinton burnished her credentials as
a champion for New York's depressed upstate region.”

“But less noticed was how the event signaled that Clinton, who portrays herself
as a fighter for American workers, had aligned herself with Indian American
business leaders and Indian companies feared by the labor movement.”
“The main lobbying organization for the Indian-American community,
USINPAC, cites the Tata deal as one of Clinton's top three achievements as a
senator -- and evidence of a turnabout, in its view, from her past criticism of
outsourcing. "Even though she was against outsourcing at the beginning of her
political career," the USINPAC website says, "she has since changed her
position and now maintains that offshoring brings as much economic value to
the United States as to the country where services are outsourced, especially
India."
“Now, as Clinton runs for president, that signal is echoing loudly.”
END FLASHBACK QUOTE.
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Clinton is PRO H-1B and LOVEs Tata the Indian company - India loves Hillary.
She has not said a word about H1B F-1 OPT so forth. Trump is eating our lunch.
Hillary is HORRIBLE for IT workers and she needs to change her position.
http://articles.latimes.com/2007/jul/30/nation/na-buffalo30

IT WAS THE YEAR 2012 AND HILLARY CLINTON WAS A
TWO-FACED LIAR ON OUTSOURCING OF AMERICAN JOBS
- INDIAN AUDIENCE GOES GAGA OVER THE TEMPLE
GODDESS OF TATA – MARCH 11, 2016.
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It was the Year 2012 and Hillary Clinton was a Two-Faced Liar on Outsourcing of
American Jobs - Indian Audience goes GaGa over the Temple Goddess of
TATA.
“In a video from the Indian TV state NDTV from May 7, 2012, then-Secretary
Hillary Clinton told an Indian audience that outsourcing benefited many parts
of the United States: “Well, you know, it’s been going on for many years now
and it’s part of our economic relationship with India, and I think that there are
advantages with it that have certainly benefited many parts of our country
and there are disadvantages that go to the need to, you know, improve the
job skills of our own people and create a better economic environment, so it’s,
like anything it’s, you know, got pluses and minuses.”
OH REALLY - WE NEED TO IMPROVE OUR JOBS SKILLS _ WE BUILT THE INTERNET
HILLARY!
We taught the WORLD how to CODE!
Transcript below:
Audience: good morning ma’am, I’m also a part of the youth advisory council
of the US government. so I have [inaudible] questions the first one is: with the
possible cut down on outsourcing, [inaudible] protectionism, and [inaudible,
will you do anything] about the jobs? And uhh
Host: okay let’s take one question at a time so we can get other people to
respond.
Clinton: So you’re talking about outsourcing from the United States to India?
Outsourcing from the United States to India? Well you know it’s been going on
for many years now, and it’s part of our economic relationship with India, and I
think that there are advantages with it that have certainly benefited many
parts of our country and there are disadvantages that go to the need to, you
know improve the job skills of our own people and create a better economic
environment, so it’s, like anything it’s, you know, got pluses and minuses.
Host: There’s a new advertisement in the election campaign of President
Obama, that causing a lot of [inaudible hot word?] about outsourcing.
Clinton: Well, you know it’s an election campaign, and there is an obligation in
any election campaign
Host: to overstate a little bit?
Clinton: Well I’m not overstating I wouldn’t go that far, but to talk about what’s
on people’s minds, and you know it’s more directed toward the fear that a lot
of Americans who were in manufacturing, who don’t feel like they have any
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other job possibilities because they weren’t trained for any other job
possibilities, so it’s a legitimate issue, it needs to be aired, but i think the
President has been very clear that he wants to improve our own exports. You
know when we’re on our way to doubling our exports, he wants to improve
education, skills training so that people can have the jobs of the 21st century.
So it’s fair to talk about but you also have to have a solution that looks at
what’s really going to work.
https://youtu.be/ycYJDiu_EaA
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BREITBART NEWS FLASH: H-1B’S WORK IN THE CLINTON
FOUNDATION. BERNIE AND DONALD MERGE ON THE ANTIH-1B HIGHWAY! IS EATING H-1B ALPHABET SOUP
POLITICAL POISON? HILLARY-1-BILL FOUNDATION HIRES
FOREIGN GUEST WORKERS WHILE US MILLENNIAL GRADS
ARE BASEMENT BOUND – MARCH 11, 2016!

By Neil Munro March 10, 2016
Breitbart News Flash: H-1B’s Work in the Clinton Foundation. Bernie and Donald
Merge on the Anti-H-1B Highway! Is Eating H-1B Alphabet Soup Political
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Poison? Hillary-1-Bill Foundation Hires Foreign Guest Workers while US Millennial
Grads are Basement Bound!
Breitbart Does their Homework, Credit where credit is Due, Breitbart offers
considerable details and references. Wake Up Hillary, This is Toto - You Are Not
in India Anymore. Hold On, Hillary is speaking in her sleep. Moooooodi,
Mooooodi, Oh I get it Modi.
The Clinton Foundation is Rich People giving $$$$ to Rich People - AND the Rich
Clinton People Hire Cheap H-1B Labor. The Ultimate 1% Statement.
I QUOTE NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS
“The Clinton family charities have outsourced many U.S. white-collar jobs to
foreign college graduates instead of hiring American college graduates.”
“The outsourcing started in 2004 and it continues to this year. When asked if
the foundation is still hiring foreign white-collar workers via the controversial H1B visa program, Vena Cooper, one of the foundation’s personnel officers,
responded “We do.”
“The foundations declined to answer questions from Breitbart News, but
available data shows they sought to hire up to 130 foreign graduates. That’s
roughly half the number of 250 jobs outsourced by Disney last October, which
has reignited political criticism of the middle-class outsourcing program.”
“The 130 foreign graduates sought by the Clinton’s foundations were and are
not immigrants. Instead, they’re temporary “guest” workers who fill outsourced
professional jobs for up to six years.”
“The Clintons’ foreign graduates have been hired via the H-1B visa program
that also is used by Disney and U.S. corporations and universities to employ a
population of roughly 650,000 young and cheap foreign professionals in
business, design, healthcare, software, science, education, p.r. and media and
pharmaceutical jobs. After their six years in the United States, most H-1Bs return
home with the work-experience and connections that help them compete
against U.S. professionals in the global marketplace.”
“The young foreign H-1B professionals are also used to push down average
salaries earned by experienced and older American professionals. In turn,
those salary cuts boost profit margins and company values on Wall Street.”
“The Clinton foundation’s foreign workers include some informationtechnology experts. But most are non-tech workers — comptrollers and budget
analysts, health-care managers and directors, or foreign policy analysts. Most
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work of these workers are sent to jobs in New York, Boston and Washington
D.C.”
“Polls show this white-collar outsourcing is extremely unpopular. For example, a
2014 poll showed that “nearly 9 out of 10 [respondents] believe that U.S.-born
workers and legal immigrants already here should get first preference for jobs.”
BREAK THROUGH TRUMP AND SANDERS REFERENCED IN SAME ARTICLE
“Trump is making opposition to the H-1B program a leading element in his
campaign, despite his practice of hiring at least 1,000 blue-collar guest workers
via the similar H-2B visa program. So far, Trump’s campaign-trail criticism of the
H-1B program helps to explain his higher-than-expected support among
college-grads and people with post-graduate degrees.”
“Sanders is also an opponent of the H-1B program. In 2013, for example,
Sanders denounced the new guest-worker programs hidden inside the
unpopular “comprehensive immigration reform” bill that was defeated in
2014.”
“It does not make a lot of sense to me that we have an immigration reform bill
which includes a massive increase in temporary guest worker programs that will
allow large multinational corporations to import hundreds of thousands of
temporary blue-collar and white-collar guest workers into this country from
overseas,” Sanders said during the 2013 debate.”
“Sanders repeated his anti-outsourcing argument in two February 2016
Democratic debates, even as he also called for legalization of the 11 million
foreign migrants living in the United States.”
I END QUOTE NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS.
Clinton to US Workers, H-1B is My Highway; It is My Way or the Highway!
Brietbart Staff: EXCELLENT MEDIA BY ALLOWING SANDERS AND TRUMP POV’s to
be EXHIBITED IN THE SAME ARTICLE. The political circle of left and right intersect.
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/03/10/clinton-foundationhires-h-1b-guest-workers-in-place-of-american-graduates/?
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HINDU MEDIA: CLINTON USED TO HUG INDIA - NOW IT IS
A HUG AND A KISS - AWWWW - A WHOLE NEW LEVEL GOOD FOR INDIA AND BAD 4 U – APRIL 15, 2016.

By Varghese K. George WASHINGTON, APRIL 25, 2016 08:53
Hindu Media: Clinton Used to Hug India - Now it is a Hug and a Kiss - Awwww A Whole New Level - Good for India AND BAD 4 U.
Oh Oh, it is the TATA Love affair again. Hillary and Tata - Happy Together - Now
and Forever. Breaking up is hard to do.
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I QUOTE ENTIRE ARTICLE:
“If elected president of the United States, Hillary Clinton will take relations with
India to a new level and better economic and strategic ties with India will
anchor the U.S in the region, her campaign chief has said. John Podesta,
Chairman of Ms.Clinton's campaign committee said a future Democratic
administration under Ms. Clinton will have a significant presence of Indian
Americans.”
“Mr. Podesta, who served as chief of staff to President Bill Clinton and as
advisor to President Barack Obama, said successive presidents have been in
agreement on strengthening relations with India, and Ms. Clinton would “follow
in that tradition.”
The campaign chief was speaking to journalists after the inauguration of
Indian-Americans for Hillary Clinton (IAHC) a platform that seeks to mobilise the
community in swing states where the contest will be close in November.
“Indian Americans can make a real difference in such states,” said Rajan
Natarajan, a leader of the initiative. The Tamil Nadu born tech-entrepreneur is
an active player in the Maryland Democratic party and was Maryland’s
deputy secretary of state earlier.
Mr. Podesta said Ms. Clinton has built strong relations with India when she was
the first lady and later as secretary of state. “She helped lay the foundation for
the relationship that I had the opportunity to build on when I was working for
President Obama, to deepen the relationship with Prime Minister Modi, to get
an outcome at the Paris negotiations, and the ambitious clean energy agenda
India has set,” Mr Podesta said.
“Mr. Podesta, who is expected to wield significant influence in a future Clinton
administration said, on development challenges and in tackling climate
change, Ms. Clinton has developed strong ties with Indian friends. “I am sure
she will take it forward as president, as President Obama has done. It all began
with President Clinton, who transformed the relationship with a historic visit,” he
said.”
“IAHC’s first meeting brought together prominent Indian-Americans around
the national capital on Sunday. “I am so thrilled by the fact that the IndianAmericans are getting involved in this election so closely, and IAHC is being
launched,” said Neera Tanden, President of the Centre for American Progress,
a Democratic-leaning think-tank in Washington D.C. Ms. Tanden, a close
confidante of Ms. Clinton, is expected to be part of her future team. Mr.
Podesta said as much. “I can think of at least one person right now, who will be
part of a future Democratic administration,” he said, referring to Ms, Tanden.”
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“In all positions, that she (Ms. Clinton) has held so far, she had Indian
Americans around her. She takes the best and the brightest from everywhere.
She will recognise the talent among the Indian American community,” Ms.
Tanden added.”
“This is to make sure that Indian Americans are active participants in the
American political process and also to ensure that they support Hillary Clinton,
who believes in diversity, democracy and equality. These are the values that
bind Indian Americans with her. This initiative is also to ensure that when she
becomes the president our voices are heard,” said Frank Islam, and Indian
American entrepreneur who raised nearly $ 400000 for Ms Clinton’s primary
campaign.”
‘Trump showed disrespect’
“Mr. Podesto said Republican candidate Donald Trump’s campaign was
dangerous for the country, referring to him mocking Indian call centre workers
at an election rally earlier this week. “I think it was typical of the disrespect he
has shown for groups across the spectrum. He has run a campaign of hatred
and bigotry, and that is dangerous,” he said and added that Ms. Clinton
believed that immigration was good for the U.S and its economy. Asked how
Ms. Clinton’s policies would impact immigration from India based on family ties
and under H-1B visas, the campaign chief said she supports both.”
“She focuses on family unification and she believes that immigration is good
for this country, by attracting talented people who build businesses and
expand the economy,” he said. “Each successive wave of migration has
helped this country.”
END ARTICLE
The more things change, the more thing do not change. Hillary DOES Not GET
IT. With Mr. Podestra around, the Hillary Bubble will float the sky, a fly over of the
unemployed Americans.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/hillary-will-take-relations-withindia-to-a-new-level/article8518934.ece
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BERNIE RIPS DISNEY ON H-1B - IT’S ABOUT TIME! IS IT 2
LITTLE 2 LATE? - BETTER LATE THAN NEVER - TRUMP ATE
YOUR LUNCH MONTHS AGO - MAY 25, 2016.

By David Weigel
May 24, 2016
Bernie Rips Disney on H-1B - It’s About Time! Is it 2 Little 2 late? - Better Late Than
Never - Trump Ate Your Lunch Months Ago.
Bernie Sanders FINALLY spoke with passion and conviction about Disney Greed
and worker mistreatment to include the disparaged Disney IT workers. Disney
cast members live cramped together in low life motels. The crowd boos Mickey
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Greed. Bernie connected the DOTS of Greed and the ABC News media
malfunction. Disney owns ABC News BTW.
Donald Duck Trump, I have not heard you quacking about H-1B Disney lately? I
heard that the H-1B issue has been erased from your web site, Maybe Donald
ducked the issue and is counting up all that FREE ABC Media time $$$.
The Bern Rips and I quote:
"I'm probably the only politician to go to Anaheim and say this," Sanders said. "I
use Disney not just to pick on Disney, but as an example of what people are
talking about when they talk about a rigged economy. Here in Anaheim, and
the surrounding areas, Disney pays its workers wages that are so low that many
of them are forced to live in motels because they can't afford a decent place
to live. Meanwhile, Disney made a record-breaking profit of nearly $3 billion last
quarter. At the other side of the world, in Florida, Disney replaced 250 workers
with foreign workers using the H1-B visa program. They had tech workers train
the people that were replacing them!"
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2016/05/24/indisneylands-shadow-bernie-sanders-criticizes-disneys-business-practices/
LA Times Weighs in on DismalLand Cast Member Hell on Earth Living Conditions
http://www.latimes.com/nation/politics/la-na-trailguide-05242016-sanders-railsagainst-disney-1464131378-htmlstory.html
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FOR INDIA - SILENCE IS $$$ GOLDEN $$$ WHEN HILLARY
SPEAKS ABOUT H-1B VISAS - MAY 26, 2016!

Indian Media
May 26, 2016
For India - Silence is $$$ GOLDEN $$$ when Hillary Speaks About H-1B Visas!
It is Morning in America for It Workers with Hillary. the India Economic Times
LOVES HILLARY - She keeps her Buttcheeks TIGHT and Her MOUTH SHUT, Hillary
knows the TATA Nod and the Infosys Wink.
“In the past, Clinton has spoken in support of increasing H-1B visas, like in a
2007 speech to Silicon Valley executives where she said, "I am reaffirming my
commitment to the H-1B visa and increasing the current cap. Foreign skilled
workers contribute greatly to what we have to do in being innovators." When
Clinton was a senator from New York in 2003, she inaugurated the offices of
TCS in Buffalo. However, when America was in its worst recession in 2009, she
said while visiting India, "Outsourcing is a concern for many communities and
businesses in my country."
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“Clinton's silence on H-1B visas is a good sign when the visa programme has
become so poisoned in recent times. However, if she is pushed by Trump in the
general election campaign, she may sound tougher on H-1B visas, although
this may all be part of campaign rhetoric.”
“Her past statements in support of H-1B visas, and her silence in this campaign
even when Bernie Sanders criticized her for her past support of H-1B visas,
mean that she will probably support the H-1B visa programme if she is elected
president, and will push Congress in the direction of expanding rather than
curtailing the H-1B visa.”
HILLARY LOVES THOSE TATA FLAVORED BUFFALO WINGS.
http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2016-05-01/news/72748546_1_h1b-visa-programme-h-1b-visas-h-1b-cap
OMG - Is that Hillary at the world famous Visa Hindu Temple making an offering
the VISA GOD? They chant and sing to Hillary, she is known in India as "The
Goddess of Visas”.

INDIAN IMMIGRATION LAWYER - BEERAJ PATEL, ESQ. /
DESI OPT - LOVES HILLARY ON H1B - “SHE ARGUES THAT
FOREIGN SKILLED WORKERS CONTRIBUTE A GREAT DEAL TO
THE AMERICAN ECONOMY, AND INCREASING THE CAP WILL
HELP PUSH TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT FORWARD IN
THE UNITED STATES.” - JUNE 2, 2016.
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By Beeraj Patel, Esq. February 8, 2016
Indian Immigration Lawyer - Beeraj Patel, Esq. / Desi OPT - Loves Hillary on H1B
- “She argues that foreign skilled workers contribute a great deal to the
American economy, and increasing the cap will help push technological
development forward in the United States.”
HILLARY is the Deaf, Dumb and Blind about IT. Hellen Keller could do a better
job. Whoops Hillary has the sense of touch, She can feel that TATA $$$, she can
smell the Naan and the Buffalo chicken.
I QUOTE LAWYER $$$ SCUM BAG:
“Hillary Clinton, one of the leading Democratic presidential candidates,
supports increasing the cap on H-1B Visas. She argues that foreign skilled
workers contribute a great deal to the American economy, and increasing the
cap will help push technological development forward in the United States.”
“Clinton has been somewhat cautious about her stance, however. While
representing the Obama administration, she expressed the need to balance
being able to employ American workers with the need to have a good flow of
trade and services between countries. She made this comment while speaking
in India, one of the major countries that benefits from H-1B Visas.”
“In Bill Clinton’s administration in the late 1990s, former president Clinton
received the same pressure from technology companies to increase the cap,
but he was skeptical about whether these companies were really having that
much trouble finding skilled workers within the United States. He wanted to
impose some sort of limitation that required the employer to look for American
workers first, but the limitation did not gain any meaningful ground in Congress.
It is unclear whether Hillary Clinton would have taken part in any of those
discussions as First Lady at the time, but it is definitely possible.”
“As a candidate, Clinton has been a little more straight-forward about her
feelings on raising the cap. She does support the cap increase, and it is worth
noting that the two prior increases were during then-President Bill Clinton’s
administration, despite his skepticism.”
To learn more about U.S. visas and the immigration process, and to take
advantage of our array of immigration services, please contact an H1B visa
attorney or call directly at (703) 594-4040 today. (AREA CODE IS RICH ASS
VIRGINIA DC SUBURBS)
END QUOTE
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Hillary is an IT Idiot. According to press reports, she cannot sign on to her email. Only uses a blackberry. State Department IT staff were told to STFU. BTW,
Donald the Genius is not that much on IT either, he gets printed copies on web
pages at his desk and does not do email. He can barely does TWITTER. WE GOT
TWO IT IDIOTS ON OUR HANDS.
https://www.prideimmigration.com/hillary-clintons-position-on-increasing-the-h1b-visa-cap/

INDIAN INTL STUDENTS REJOICE - GREEN CARDS ARE
STAPLED TO F-1 VISA - HILLARY PROPOSAL WILL WIPE OUT
STEM JOBS NATIONWIDE – JUNE 26 2016.

By Patrick Thibodeau
June 26, 2016
Indian INTL Students Rejoice - Green Cards are Stapled to F-1 Visa - Hillary
Proposal Will Wipe Out STEM Jobs Nationwide
Shit for Brains Hillary and her advisers practice Dumb and Dumber politics. In an
age in which the peasants are revolting over jobs loss to foreign guest workers
and international students having more advantages then USA STEM students:
DINGBAT Hillary butters the TATA Naan once again screws over the TECH
community BIG TIME. UNBELIEVABLE MOVE IN TODAY's TOXIC ENVIRONMENT.
I QUOTE PATRICK:
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"As president, Hillary Clinton would support the automatic granting of green
cards, or permanent residency, to foreign students who earn advanced STEM
degrees in the U.S."

"Clinton, the presumptive Democratic presidential nominee, said she wants the
U.S. to "staple" green cards to the diplomas of non-citizens who earn master's or
Ph.D. degrees in STEM fields (science, technology, engineering or math) "from
accredited institutions."
"Clinton outlined her plan in a broader tech policy agenda released today."
"This agenda is big on improving computer science education and is modeled
after some of President Barack Obama's efforts, such as training 50,000
computer science teachers in the next 10 years. But the topic that may get the
most focus is immigration."
"Clinton's "staple" idea isn't a new. It's what Mitt Romney, the 2012 GOP
presidential nominee, supported. It has had bipartisan support in Congress."
"Broadly, a diploma/green card policy would allow new graduates to bypass
temporary H-1B work visas and move from student visas to green cards. The
graduates will need to have jobs lined up in order to qualify, and the proposals
may require a waiting period. Clinton's plan has no specifics."
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RON HIRA DOES NOT LIKE IT.
"Ron Hira, a public policy professor at Howard University, testified earlier this
year that such a program "will create perverse incentives in both the labor and
educational markets." Employers, he said, "will be incentivized to replace their
older incumbent workers with cheaper fresh graduates, fueling age
discrimination."
"If a "staple" policy went into effect, colleges would likely recruit foreign
students into advanced degree programs with the promise of green cards."
"Given that master's [programs] are short in duration (as little as 12 months),
and have little oversight from outside bodies (no specialized accreditation
process for most), this provision will make it inexpensive for foreigners to
purchase green cards from a variety of universities," said Hira during Senate
testimony delivered earlier this year."
TRUMP IS ALSO BRAIN DEAD ON THE ISSUE:
"Donald Trump, the presumptive Republican presidential nominee, has said in
his platform that before green cards are issued to foreign workers "there will be
a pause where employers will have to hire from the domestic pool of
unemployed immigrant and native workers."
"But Trump, during a GOP presidential debate in Detroit in March, seemed
uncertain about how to handle international students who graduate from U.S.
schools."
END PATRICK ARTICLE QUOTES:
Just when you think it is safe to go to the beach, the job sucking Hillary jellyfish
tentacles suck the life out of STEM careers. The jellyfish has a stinging bite.
Hillary and her crew of Indian Tata advisors just lost the tech vote. In this
election, IT workers are wandering the desert thirsty for relief from the madness
of Trump or the destruction of Hillary. IT IS BEYOND ANY SCOPE OF LOGIC AND
REASON.
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3089314/it-careers/clinton-wants-tostaple-green-cards-on-stem-grads-diplomas.html
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SHIT 4 BRAINS HILLARY - TATA BUFFALO LOVE CHILD IS
STILL BORN - TCS SAID THE BUFFALO OFFICE WAS
CLINTON'S "BRAINCHILD." BAD ENDING - NO JOBS FOR
EVERYBODY EXCEPT TATA IN OTHER LOCATIONS – JULY 11,
2016.

By Patrick Thibodeau
Senior Editor, Computerworld | JUL 8, 2016 3:00 AM PT
Shit 4 Brains Hillary - TATA Buffalo Love Child is Still Born - TCS said the Buffalo
office was Clinton's "brainchild." Bad Ending - No Jobs for Everybody except
TATA in other locations.
I ONLY QUOTE THE FIRST 4 PARAGRAPHS, IT IS A FAMILIAR STORY:

“In 2003, Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), one of the world's largest IT services
firms, opened an office in Buffalo, New York. Among those attending the
opening event was Sen. Hillary Clinton (D-NY), who played a role in convincing
Tata to establish an office in upstate New York.”
“The TCS Buffalo office is now closed, but the circumstances around it
resonate today. Clinton's interest in TCS was controversial because of its
connection to offshore outsourcing. It is also a major user of H-1B visa workers.”
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“In 2003, TCS said the Buffalo office was Clinton's "brainchild." At the
announcement Clinton said, "TCS could have located anywhere in the
country. I am proud but not surprised that they chose Buffalo."
“Clinton, now the presumptive Democratic nominee for president, broadly
views offshore outsourcing as both an unstoppable force and a two-way
street, with Tata as an illustration. She opposes protectionism, but avoids
discussing the role of the H-1B visa in facilitating offshoring.”
END PATRICK:
THE HINDU VISA GODDESS NEVER CEASES TO AMAZE ME!
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3092718/it-careers/tata-s-buffalooffice-clinton-s-brainchild-since-closed.html

HILLARY BREAKS UNDER THE HEAT: FINALLY HAS SYMPATHY
AND EMPATHY TOWARDS IT WORKER LAYOFFS - DISNEY
SITED - EXPERTS SITE FLAKINESS ON HER POSITIONS STILL IS THIS THE BEGINNING OF A NEW RELATIONSHIP WITH IT
COMMUNITY – JULY 12, 2016?

By Patrick Thibodeau
Senior Editor, Computerworld - JUL 12, 2016 3:01 AM
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Hillary Breaks Under the Heat: Finally has Sympathy and Empathy Towards IT
Worker Layoffs - Disney Sited - Experts Site Flakiness on Her Positions Still - Is this
the Beginning of a New Relationship with IT Community?
IT Hero Ron Hira states: “Hira called Clinton's remarks a positive first step, but
also sees her delaying a commitment to a solution. It's a "way to pander
without making a hard promise," he said.”
Others seem to give Hillary a chance to change her tune and get with the
program.
I QUOTE NOTABLE
“Hillary Clinton, the presumptive Democratic presidential nominee, on
Monday criticized the replacement of U.S. IT workers with foreign labor but
stopped short of offering a plan to fix it.”
“In a videotaped interview with Vox published Monday, Clinton appears
empathetic and sympathetic to IT workers who have trained their foreign
replacements as a condition of severance. She mentioned IT layoffs at Disney,
specifically.”
"The many stories of people training their replacements from some foreign
country are heartbreaking, and it is obviously a cost-cutting measure to be
able to pay people less than what you would pay an American worker," said
Clinton in the interview.”
“A major complaint Clinton said she now hears about is "how callous and
insensitive" employers have become.”
“But other than to express concern about the workers, it was unclear what
Clinton was trying to accomplish in the interview. There was no discussion of
specific reforms to attack the problems she cited, leaving critics of the H-1B
visa program uncertain about her stance on the issue.”
“Clinton seemed to acknowledge that the public is alert To the issue and that
"everybody, with six degrees of separation either knows or thinks they know"
someone replaced by foreign labor. But she may have also minimized the
problem, according to critics.”
“Said Clinton: "It's hard to argue an economic analytics abstraction that really
it's not that much job displacement, and, you know, the overall economy is
better," in citing the case for temporary visa holders made by supporters. "It's
really hard when you are the one who has lost the job, when you are at Disney
in Orlando and you are told to train your successors."
A GOOD FIRST STEP?
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“Daniel Costa, director of immigration law and policy research at the
Economic Policy Institute, said Clinton "rightly seemed concerned that H-1B
workers can be vastly underpaid and are tied to their employers -- she said
workers on visas are more 'compliant' because they want to stay in the
country, and are therefore unlikely to complain when things go wrong or if they
aren't paid fairly."
"We haven't seen many elected Democrats say these things and in such clear
terms -- which I think makes it significant -- and might encourage others in her
party to speak out about the flawed nature of guestworker programs and the
abuses that occur," said Costa.”
“Costa said "it's really the first time" he has seen the former Secretary of State
"offer a detailed opinion on immigration that was this balanced and focused
on having an immigration system that is fair to, and seeks to protect, U.S.
workers and the undocumented workers and guestworkers for whom enforcing
labor rights is often impossible."
“John Miano, a programmer who became an attorney and has sued the
government over its expansion of Optional Practical Training program, said
"American workers are at the bottom" of Clinton's priority list, and said the
strategy is to hold U.S. workers "hostage" to get amnesty for illegal aliens.”
“Kim Berry, president of the Programmer's Guild, said that Clinton's comments
show that she understands the negative impact that immigrants -- both illegal
and visa holders that displace tech workers -- can have on U.S. workers.”
"What I did not hear was her proposal to fix the problem," said Berry. "Is she
willing to call for suspension and reform of the H-1B program? Is she willing to
oppose comprehensive immigration reform 'amnesty,' which would give
millions of low-skilled American jobs to illegal immigrants?"
“Or is Clinton "merely offering some pity for the victims of the policies that she
has, and will continue, to support?"
END QUOTE NOTABLE:
My guess is that a Democratic party operative told Hillary that her policies and
the Buffalo TATA $$$, the stapled green card for international STEM students
have alienated IT voters.
IT DOES SEEM LIKE EVERYBODY IN IT, NO MATTER THEIR POLITICAL PERSUASION
HATES HILLARY’s GUTS. I have never read a positive comment about Hillary in IT
posts and comments.
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Patrick Thibodeau has been on Hillary’s case for years. He has finally hit pay
dirt. Outstanding journalism.
I like positive outcomes. I am willing to forgive Hillary. But I am not going to
forget. Everybody makes mistakes and people have the right to change their
minds and move forward with adjustments. MESSAGE TO HILLARY, THIS THE FIRST
GOOD STEP, WHAT IS STEP NUMBER 2?
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3094484/it-careers/clinton-itsheartbreaking-when-it-workers-must-train-h-1b-replacements.html

DEMOCRATS TO HILLARY - GET WITH THE H-1B
PROGRAM - GET VISA REFORM ON THE PLATFORM FOR
THE CONVENTION - TALK ABOUT THE PROBLEM - DO
SOMETHING FOR THE SAKE OF MERCY AND CHARITY ACTUALLY CONSIDER HELPING OUR OWN CITIZENS FOR
ONCE – JULY 20, 2016.
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By Patrick Thibodeau
Senior Editor, Computerworld -JUL 18, 2016 12:58 PM PT
Democrats to Hillary - GET WITH THE H-1B PROGRAM - Get Visa Reform on the
Platform for the Convention - Talk About the Problem - Do Something for the
Sake of Mercy and Charity - Actually Consider Helping Our Own Citizens for
Once.
GETTING THE DEMOCRATS TO TALK ABOUT H-1B REFORM IS MISSION IMPOSSIBLE U.S. Rep. Bill Pascrell (D-N.J.) WANTS THAT TO CHANGE.
OUR IT HEROS: RON HIRA, HAL SALZMAN and JOHN MIANO ECHO THE
DESPERATION. WE NEED ACTION NOW! Careers and Lives are on the Line. This is
serious business. Hillary Clinton still has Tata Naan Stuffed $$$ in her face.
I QUOTE ENTIRE PATRICK
“Early this month, U.S. Rep. Bill Pascrell (D-N.J.) introduced an H-1B reform bill
that, he said, has little chance of being enacted this year. But that wasn't the
point of the bill.”
"I introduced my legislation, in fact, when I saw [that H-1B] wasn't going to be in
the [Democratic] platform," Pascrell said during a telephone press conference
Monday about his legislation.”
“The Democrats, both presumptive presidential nominee Hillary Clinton and
the party itself, have not called for H-1B reforms. It's not mentioned in Clinton's
or in the party's draft platforms. That's in contrast to Republican presumptive
nominee Donald Trump, who has detailed visa reforms in his platform.”
“Pascrell's press conference was held to make a case for visa reform. He
admitted that he was trying to get Clinton to raise the profile of the H-1B issue,
although he could not be specific about the effort. What Pascrell is clear about
is the impact of the visa program.”
"America is producing many skilled high-tech professionals with advanced
degrees and no jobs," he said.”
“Others on the call included Peter Eckstein, the president of the IEEE-USA, an
organization for technology professionals that represents some 200,000
engineers.”
"We're long past the point where politicians can pretend that the H-1B visa isn't
costing American jobs," Eckstein said.”
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"America cannot build a high skilled workforce out of temporary workers,"
Eckstein continued. "The long-term health of our economy requires a stable
and skilled workforce, not a workforce that is hired for a few years and sent
home taking the skills and job with it."
“There are lawmakers in the House and Senate, of which Pascrell is one, who
are advocating reform. Pascrell's bill, the H-1B and L-1 Visa Reform Act of 2016,
is co-sponsored by Rep. Dana Rohrabacher (R-Calif.), who also co-sponsored a
previous reform effort that Pascrell made.”
“The bill calls for a number of changes, including requiring employers to make
a good faith effort to recruit U.S. workers before bringing in foreign workers.”
“Hal Salzman, a professor of planning and public policy at Rutgers University
who was also on the call, said that most of the visa workers working in IT "are
being hired at the bottom of the IT payscale."
“The H-1B program "does not look like a search for talent," Salzman said. "It just
looks like a wholesale replacement program to replace U.S. workers with
young, temporary guest workers."
“Ron Hira, an associate professor of public policy at Howard University, said
the H-1B program operates at a large scale. "More than half of all H-1Bs have
gone to offshore firms," he said on the conference call.”
"Congress and multiple administrations have basically created a very lucrative,
profitable business model, which is bringing in guest workers at far below
market wages," Hira said.”
“John Miano, a computer programmer who became a lawyer and sued the
U.S. over its Optional Practical Training program, said changes to the H-1B
program are "essential for our nation's survival." Otherwise, he said, "tech jobs
will go the way of factory jobs."
TALK IS CHEAP AND THE LEAST THE DEMOCRATS CAN DO IS TALK.
I like this Bill Pascrell guy.
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3095943/it-outsourcing/rep-pascrellsh-1b-bill-is-a-message-to-democrats.html
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THE WASHINGTON POST DISCOVERS THAT THE HILLARY
TATA BUFFALO WING JOBS GOT BURNT IN THE TANDOORI
OVEN – AUGUST 8, 2016!

By Jerry Markon
August 7, 2016
The Washington Post Discovers that the Hillary TATA Buffalo Wing Jobs Got Burnt
in the Tandoori Oven
I ONLY QUOTE THE PART WE ALREADY KNOW ABOUT - THE HILLARY TATA
CONNECTION
Jobs in Buffalo (Clinton defended outsourcing, telling CNN in 2004, “You know,
outsourcing does work both ways.’’)
“As Clinton cranked up New Jobs, she also helped recruit Mumbai-based Tata
Consultancy Services to open a software development center in Buffalo.”
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“Buffalo was struggling to rebuild its manufacturing base, and Tata, a division
of a massive Indian conglomerate, was expanding its North America footprint.
Clinton, who then co-chaired the Senate India Caucus, also persuaded Tata to
partner on several projects with a local university.”
“Tata officials predicted up to 200 new Buffalo jobs. But Clinton came under
fire for aligning with a global leader in outsourcing that relied heavily on foreign
workers who were in the United States on temporary visas. Clinton defended
outsourcing, telling CNN in 2004, “You know, outsourcing does work both
ways.’’
“Ron Hira, an outsourcing critic then in Rochester, branded the Tata deal an
obvious Clinton outreach to “the Indian American donor class.”
“From an economic development perspective, bringing in Tata was just a
terrible idea,” said Hira, an Indian American who is a professor at Howard
University.”
“After opening in Buffalo, Tata announced that it would also locate a new
training center in the city, former employees said. At one point, Tata employed
about 45 people in Buffalo.”
“As the U.S. economy tanked, however, Tata’s Buffalo business faded.”
“Anxious Tata employees said they turned to Clinton’s Senate office, which
was unresponsive. “We were calling to try to get a scope on what was
happening, what we were going to do as the economy continued to go
south,’’ one former employee said. “The phone would go unanswered.”
“Tata closed its Buffalo office in 2009 and laid off the eight to 10 employees still
there, according to former employees.”
“Tata spokesman Ben Trounson said the office closed because “local market
conditions did not perform as well as we hoped.’’
“Although foreign nationals cannot contribute to U.S. campaigns, Clinton has
won campaign support from the Indian American community, records show.
And Tata has remained friendly to the Clintons. Tata Consultancy Services
contributed between $25,000 and $50,000 to the Clinton Foundation, and
Ratan Tata, then chairman of the Tata Group, was a speaker at the Clinton
Global Initiative conference in 2010.”
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/as-senator-clintonpromised-200000-jobs-in-upstate-new-york-her-efforts-fellflat/2016/08/07/339d3384-58d2-11e6-831d-0324760ca856_story.html?
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TIM COOK - BOOKS SILLY VALLEY FOR HILLARY
FUNDRAISER - VALLEY LIST OF $$$ BAGS IS LONG FOR THE
HILLBLAZERS - TRUMP IS A BINARY 0 IN THE VALLEY –
AUGUST 23, 2016.

By Seth Fiegerman @sfiegerman
August 23, 2016: 10:38 AM ET
Tim Cook - Books Silly Valley for Hillary Fundraiser - Valley List of $$$ Bags is
Long for the Hillblazers - Trump is a Binary 0 in the Valley.
I QUOTE CNN $$$Money$$$:
“Tim Cook will mark his five-year anniversary as the CEO of Apple by doing
something that his predecessor Steve Jobs typically avoided: hosting a
fundraiser for a presidential candidate.”
“On Wednesday, Cook and Lisa Jackson, Apple's (AAPL, Tech30) head of
environmental initiatives, will host an event in California to raise money for
Hillary Clinton's presidential campaign. Those invited have reportedly been
asked to contribute as much as $50,000.
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Cook is just the latest in a growing list of tech executives and venture capitalists
working to raise big money to help Clinton beat Donald Trump, who has
repeatedly attacked tech companies and opposes the industry on key issues
like immigration and trade.”
“Salesforce (CRM, Tech30) CEO Marc Benioff, Google (GOOG) CFO Ruth
Porat, Zynga (ZNGA) chairman Mark Pincus, Napster founder Sean Parker,
SolarCity (SCTY) CEO (and Elon Musk's cousin) Lyndon Rive and LinkedIn (LNKD,
Tech30) founder Reid Hoffman have all contributed or raised at least $100,000
for Clinton's bid.”
“That's according to a lengthy list of top fundraisers, dubbed "Hillblazers," put
out by the campaign.”
“Even Laurene Powell Jobs, the widow of Apple's late apolitical founder, is
there.”
"Clinton has raised far more than Trump from the tech industry -- around $4
million, compared to just a tiny fraction of that for Trump," says Sheila Krumholz,
executive director at the Center for Responsive Politics (CRP), which tracks
money in politics.”
“How much is a "tiny fraction" of tech funding? Just shy of $200,000.”
END QUOTE CNN $$$Money$$$:
THE TECH 1% HILLBLAZERS HAVE ONLY ONE REQUEST FOR HILLARY TO FULFILL:
KEEP THOSE Young and Male and Indian INDENTURED SERVANTS VISAS
COMING.
WE NEED THEM AS SERVERS FOR THE VALLEY PARTIES.
http://money.cnn.com/2016/08/23/technology/hillary-clinton-techfundraisers/index.html?
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HILLARY GOES WEST TO SOAK THE VALLEY EXECS OF
$$$$$$$ SO SHE CAN SOAK THE INDIA IT MAFIA WITH
$$$$$$$ AND LEAVE USA AMERICAN WORKERS HIGH
AND DRY – AUGUST 29, 2016!

David Dayen, The Fiscal Times
Aug. 26, 2016, 8:28 PM
Hillary Goes West to Soak the Valley Execs of $$$$$$$ So She Can Soak The
India IT Mafia with $$$$$$$ and Leave USA American Workers High and Dry!
The Fiscal Times and The Business Insiders Hit the Dry Pavement, it is a long hot
crawl to the Rich Hills of the Valley in search of “Hillblazers”. The Palo Alto Hills
are a ablaze with $$$$$.$$.
NOTABLE TWISTS AND TURNS QUOTED:
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“The wealth of Hollywood has historically been a magnet for Democratic
politicians, and it remains so; Hillary Clinton spent two days draining the
pocketbooks of Justin Timberlake and other luminaries this week.”
“Barack Obama has dined in the homes of so many so many Silicon Valley
luminaries, from Facebook COO Sheryl Sandberg to Yahoo CEO Marissa Mayer
(then at Google) to 23andMe founder Anne Wojcicki to venture capitalists
John Doerr and Steve Westly and more, that you could run an “Obama Ate
Here” tour through San Mateo and Santa Clara counties.”
“This week, Clinton followed suit with a dinner fundraiser at the home of Steve
Jobs’ widow Laurene, thrown by Apple CEO Tim Cook.”
“And the Clinton campaign’s list of “Hillblazers,” those who have contributed
or raised over $100,000 to her election fund, includes CEOs and top current
and former executives at Facebook, Salesforce, Google, Zynga, SAP, SolarCity,
Bebo and LinkedIn, along with several venture capitalists. “
“Clinton may sound welcoming in preserving high-skill immigration through the
H1-B visa program, but that’s almost entirely a priority of Silicon Valley. And an
agenda to crack down on banks through competition may bear fruit; the
financial technology (or fintech) companies circling the sector certainly hope
so.”
“The root of this tech policy advisory team is to carry out that now-mocked
slogan of making the world a better place. As spokesman Tyrone Gayle told
Politico, Clinton “will reach out to the tech community to partner with them,
and bring the best of their ideas to Washington to help develop public policy
that will lead to broad-based growth, reduce social and economic inequality,
and secure American leadership on the global stage.”
“Clinton and her husband gave a lot of speeches to Wall Street banks, but she
also spoke to eBay and Salesforce and Cisco and assorted tech companies.
The difference between the ties to Wall Street and the ties to Silicon Valley is
that there are existing champions inside the party favoring crackdowns on Wall
Street. If Clinton decided to dole out favors to financial institutions, Elizabeth
Warren and Bernie Sanders and the majority of the party they represent would
be on high alert. No such champion exists today for making sure the tech
sector doesn’t similarly become too big to fail.”
“The technology industry is now stocked with dozens of former Obama
officials, and we can expect similar closeness in a Clinton administration. Will
anyone question the propriety of such practices? Are too many people looking
to New York when their eyes should be trained on Palo Alto?”
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LIZ WARREN and BERN SANDERS - MY EARS ARE WIDE OPEN, I AM HOT HEARING
ANYTHING FROM YOU. WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO THAT 99% REVOLUTION?
http://www.businessinsider.com/clintons-ties-to-silicon-valley-and-wall-streetconflicts-of-interest-2016-8
The “Hillblazers” Hill Homes are High and Mighty: “Prices for homes in Silicon
Valley are notoriously steep, with tech money contributing to an inflated real
estate market that continues to grow in value.”
“Zillow helped us pull data on the most expensive listings in 14 Silicon Valley
towns: Palo Alto, Atherton, Cupertino, Menlo Park, Woodside, Saratoga, Portola
Valley, Los Altos, Los Altos Hills, Los Gatos, Hillsborough, Morgan Hill, Mountain
View, and San Jose.”

“From a Los Gatos mansion with its own helicopter pad to a historic 40-acre hill
estate in Woodside, some of these Silicon Valley homes are pretty out-of-thisworld.”
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http://www.businessinsider.com/the-most-expensive-homes-for-sale-in-siliconvalley-right-now-2015-7/ - 11-18001-wagner-road-los-gatos-14498-million-1

WIKILEAKS AND BREITBART - SNUG AS A BUG HUG IN H-1B
HILLARY SPAGHETTI CODE THAT IS IN A INFINITE LOOP
HEADED FOR A STORAGE VIOLATION - ABEND CODE A999- STEM-OUTOFWORK4LIFE – OCTOBER 8, 2016.

By Neil Munro
October 8, 2016
Wikileaks and Breitbart - Snug as a Bug Hug in H-1B Hillary Spaghetti Code that
is in a Infinite Loop Headed for a Storage Violation - ABEND CODE - A999- STEMOUTOFWORK4LIFE
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I QUOTE THE A TEAM:
“Hillary Clinton repeatedly touted the H-1B white-collar outsourcing program
while meeting behind closed doors with technology companies, Wall Street
firms and banks during 2013 and 2014, according to a collection of her
comments released by unknown hackers.”
“The only point I would make for the tech community is on the H1B visas, I
support them. When I was a Senator from New York I supported them,” she told
a meeting hosted by a software company in August 2014, according to a
document apparently prepared by her campaign team.”
“The 72-page document lists many of the controversial statements she made
in 2013 and 2014, presumably to help her staff prepare responses if the
speeches are were released. The new comments add to an extensive list of
other pro-H-1B statements by Clinton.”
http://www.breitbart.com/2016-presidential-race/2016/10/08/hillary-clintonpromotes-h-1b-outsourcing-wikileaks/
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SILICON VALLEY VENTURE CAPITALIST: HILLARY CLINTON
MAY BE A DOWNER FOR VALLEY OINK OINKS – OCTOBER
13, 2016.

Harriet Taylor

| @Harri8t
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Published 10:11 AM ET Wed, 12 Oct 2016 Updated 10:34 AM ET Wed, 12 Oct
2016 CNBC.com
Silicon Valley Venture Capitalist: Hillary Clinton May be A Downer for Valley
Oink Oinks
Article Notable Quote: “ Silicon Valley investor Bradley Tusk on more H-1B’s - "I
think they're going to have trouble on that issue," said Tusk.
I QUOTE PORTIONS OF CNBC BUSINESS NEWS:
“Even though she's widely preferred over her rival by the tech industry, Silicon
Valley shouldn't get too excited about the prospect of Hillary Clinton in the
White House, said one well-known venture capitalist.”
“If she prevails over Donald Trump next month, her cabinet and office
appointments are likely to be less concerned with helping tech than pleasing
specific democratic constituencies, whose interests often conflict with Silicon
Valley, said investor Bradley Tusk, CEO of Tusk Holdings.”
“The first issue — visa reform to allow more high-skilled workers into the U.S. — is
unlikely to come quickly, because Democrats in Congress will push for
comprehensive immigration reform, Tusk said, a much bigger legislative
endeavor that failed when it was last introduced in Congress in 2007.”
“Companies like Apple, Alphabet, Amazon, Facebook and Microsoft need a
lot of engineering talent, and would like to see the government issue more H-1B
visas to let more workers into the U.S. and allow them to stay.”
"I think they're going to have trouble on that issue," said Tusk.
“Union opposition to worker reclassification makes Clinton unlikely to
implement changes that would benefit companies that operate in the gig
economy, Tusk said. Both of these areas may yet see regulatory progress on
the state level, but tech companies would prefer federal guidance.”
“Though he expects Clinton to appoint an insider from the technology world
to her cabinet, it is unlikely to be to a position with any regulatory authority —
like Secretary of Commerce — and thus will result in little meaningful changes
for the tech sector, he said.”
“Some people that are rumored in Silicon Valley to be in the running for a
cabinet appointment include Facebook COO Sheryl Sandberg, HP CEO Meg
Whitman, and Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers partner Mary Meeker, Tusk said.
(Sanberg, howeversaid at a conference on Tuesday that she has no plans to
work in government.)”
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“Even more, some cabinet appointments could wind up being hostile to tech,
Tusk said.”
“Clinton will almost certainly appoint a left wing Secretary of Labor — to
appease Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren supporters — making federal
progress on a new worker classification almost impossible, he said. Uber and
others would be forced then to negotiate with individual states, which they find
much more burdensome, he said.
The Secretary of Transportation will likely become the most important figure in
Washington for tech, given both the Federal Aviation Administration's
jurisdiction over drones and autonomous vehicle regulations, said Tusk. That
appointment is also likely to be a political one rather than someone from the
tech industry, making desired reforms less likely, he said.”
HOW SPECULATIVE IS PURE SPECULATION?
http://www.cnbc.com/2016/10/12/vc-explains-why-silicon-valley-will-bedisappointed-by-a-clinton-presidency.html.
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BREITBART FLASH: MIKE EMMONS TELLS HILLARY TATA
TALE AND THE IT HELL OF TRAINING H-1B AND L-1 GUEST
VISAS IN THE YEAR 2003 AND BEYOND – OCTOBER 16,
2016.

Julie Hahn
October 15, 2016
BREITBART FLASH: Mike Emmons Tells Hillary TaTa Tale and the IT Hell of Training
H-1B and L-1 Guest Visas in the Year 2003 and Beyond
I QUOTE PORTIONS OF THE INCREDIBLE Mike Emmons BREITBART SMACK DOWN
“In an exclusive interview with Breitbart News, American tech worker Mike
Emmons detailed the untold story of his personal experience with the office of
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then-Senator Hillary Clinton and revealed how she abandoned American
workers in favor of fulfilling the desires of corporate donors and foreign special
interests.”
“A Hillary Clinton administration “would not be government of, or for, the
people, but would, instead, be government against the people,” Emmons
warned.”
“Emmons, who was one of the nation’s first whistleblowers to expose the
displacement of American workers by foreign nationals brought in on guest
worker visas, is one of thousands of American workers to have lost his job as a
result of the cheap labor practices of the India-based outsourcing firm, Tata
Consultancy Services (TCS)–a Clinton Foundation donor whose anti-American
worker business model has been “enabled” and endorsed by Hillary Clinton.”
“Emmons said that his interactions with Clinton in 2003 opened his eyes to the
cynical and corrupt pay-for-play tactics of a career politician, guided and
consumed by her desire for self-advancement and personal enrichment.”
“As Emmons watched Clinton’s office rebuff his “desperate” pleas for help–
choosing, instead, to stand with a foreign corporation at the direct expense of
the American workers she was elected to represent–that was the moment, “my
naïveté was over,” Emmons said. “That was when I realized exactly what this
was: I realized it’s the government against the people.”
“As naïve as I was then, I now know that politicians like Hillary are not out to do
what’s right for the people of America; they’re out to do what’s right for the
people who donate money to them,” Emmons said.”
“By all accounts from the workers who have dared to risk their future in the
tech industry by speaking out, the experience of training their foreign
replacement is nothing short of traumatic.”
“One American worker, who wrote an op-ed for Breitbart News on the
condition of anonymity, said he felt “betrayed.” He spoke of the alienation he
felt as he endured the “humiliat[ing]” and “disgraceful” experience of having
no choice but “to watch a foreign worker completely take over my job.”
“Workers tell me that they feel physically sick as they’re forced to train their
replacements,” said attorney Sara Blackwell, who runs an organization that
represents high-skilled American workers replaced by low-wage foreign
workers. “They go home and vomit; they cry every single night; they go into
counseling; they’re admitted to hospitals; there are divorces; we’ve seen two
suicides as a result of these cheap labor practices.”
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This business model, Blackwell said, “has single-handedly destroyed American
families by the thousands.”
“Emmons had a front row seat to the devastation.”
READ THE REST _ MIND BLOWING
It is paradoxical how things remain the same over a period of 15 years. This is a
story so bold and uncompromising and strong in character. It is rare in our
world of mouse click anger. In the year 2002-3 and beyond Mike Emmons
invented and exercised extraordinary technical means to achieve his goal.
The result is a BIG FU to Corporate America.
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/10/15/exclusive-americanworker-forced-train-foreign-replacement-reveals-how-hillary-clinton-betrayedhim/

“If you sit at a desk, beware, your job is going overseas” is a
notable quote from Mike in this ABC National News broadcast with
Peter Jennings. Mike captured the broadcast on the hardware
available and recently uploaded to You Tube ‘Siemens ICN
replacing American workers’ originally aired on July 29, 2003 on
ABC National News with Peter Jennings
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9cvFVmJlK54
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BREITBART SMACKDOWN: ‘SENATOR FROM PUNJAB’: HOW
HILLARY CLINTON MASTERMINDED A GLOBAL SCHEME TO
REPLACE AMERICAN WORKERS. THE OFFSHORING AND
VISA GODDESS AT HER PINNACLE, NOW A DISGRACE TO
THE HUMAN RACE – OCTOBER 18, 2016.

By Julie Hahn - Sept 20, 2016
Breitbart Smack Down: ‘Senator from Punjab’: How Hillary Clinton
Masterminded a Global Scheme to Replace American Workers. The Offshoring
and Visa Goddess at her Pinnacle, now a Disgrace to the Human Race.
I QUOTE IN ENTIRETY THIS ULTIMATE BETRAYAL OF AMERICAN IT WORKERS AND
OUR WAY OF LIFE:
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“Hillary Clinton co-founded the Senate India Caucus, which anti-offshoring
advocates say champions “issues important to India, including outsourcing
and H-1B and L-1 visas.”
Clinton in 2005: “I am delighted to be the Senator from Punjab as well as from
New York.”
Clinton has called for nearly doubling the controversial H-1B guest worker
program—suggesting that American workers lack the skills to fill American jobs.
She has also defended the cheap labor practices of an Indian outsourcing
firm, to which the Clinton Foundation has financial ties: “We are not against all
outsourcing; we are not in favor of putting up fences,” she said.
Shortly after the CEO of HCL—the Indian firm that helped lay off 250 American
Disney workers in Orlando— called American tech graduates “unemployable”,
Bill Clinton delivered a speech to HCL to the tune of nearly a quarter of a
million dollars at Disney World in Orlando.
Reports note that Clinton has repeatedly “telegraphed” her support for a
globalized world to the Indian community. At a conference of 14,000 Indian
Americans, Bill Clinton extolled the virtues of “open borders, easy travel, easy
immigration”.
In 2007, Barack Obama slammed “Hillary Clinton (D-Punjab)’s personal,
financial and political ties to India… It’s all about the money,” his campaign
wrote.
At a 2006 fundraiser, Hillary Clinton jokingly told donors that she could “easily”
see herself as the elected representative of foreign citizens in the Indian region
of Punjab.
As India Abroad reported at the time: “At the fundraiser hosted by Dr Rajwant
Singh at his Potomac, Maryland, home… Clinton began by joking that, ‘I can
certainly run for the Senate seat in Punjab and win easily,’ after being
introduced by Singh as the Senator not only from New York but also Punjab.”
It was apparently a line Clinton used more than once. The Sikh Council writes
that at a 2005 event in the U.S. Senate, Clinton said: “I am delighted to be the
Senator from Punjab as well as from New York.”
The statement prompted the campaign of her then-opponent Sen. Barack
Obama to call the New York Senator “Hillary Clinton (D-Punjab)” in a memo
circulated to reporters— implying that Clinton represents foreign nations and
foreign citizens rather than her own American constituents.
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The memo was titled, “HILLARY CLINTON (D-PUNJAB)’S PERSONAL FINANCIAL
AND POLITICAL TIES TO INDIA,” and it extensively detailed Clinton’s willingness
to put the needs and interests of foreign corporations and foreign workers in
India ahead of the needs of the American people.
The Obama campaign wrote:
The Clintons have reaped significant financial rewards from their relationship
with the Indian community, both in their personal finances and Hillary’s
campaign fundraising. Hillary Clinton, who is the co-chair of the Senate India
Caucus, has drawn criticism from anti-offshoring groups for her vocal support of
Indian business and unwillingness to protect American jobs… Hillary Clinton has
taken tens of thousands [of dollars] from companies that outsource jobs to
India. Workers who have been laid off in upstate New York might not think that
her recent joke that she could be elected to the Senate seat in Punjab is that
funny.
Indeed, while these revelations have received scant to virtually-no coverage
by corporate media this election cycle, Clinton has an astonishingly long
record of promoting Indian corporations and foreign workers at the direct
expense of American workers.
Most notably, Clinton has extensive ties to corporations responsible for some of
the most egregious anti-American worker labor practices: namely, the Indiabased Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) and HCL.
These India-based IT firms specialize in outsourcing and offshoring and are
among the top H-1B and L-1 visa employers in the United States. Together HCL
and Tata have stolen tens of thousands of U.S. jobs from American workers all
across the country. HCL and Tata are responsible for the layoffs of workers from
Disney, Southern California Edison, Northeast Utilities, Xerox, University of
California, Siemens, and countless others.
A review of Clinton’s record shows that she has not only defended and
enabled these corporations’ anti-American worker business model, but she has
also pushed to expand it— calling for substantial increases to the number of
low-wage workers admitted on guest worker visas and suggesting that
American workers lack the requisite skills to fill U.S. jobs.
Interestingly, both companies have given money to the Clintons either via
donations to the Clinton Foundation or paying Bill Clinton to deliver speeches.
As the Obama campaign wrote in 2007 about Clinton’s ties to India, “It’s all
about the money.”
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As the Washington Post has reported, Tata has given tens of thousands of
dollars to the Clinton Foundation:
Although foreign nationals cannot contribute to U.S. campaigns, Clinton has
won campaign support from the Indian American community, records show…
Tata Consultancy Services contributed between $25,000 and $50,000 to the
Clinton Foundation, and Ratan Tata, then chairman of the Tata Group, was a
speaker at the Clinton Global Initiative conference in 2010.
Tata is also a participant in the Clinton Foundation’s STEM education program.
The Clinton’s ties to the Indian corporation extend back for over a decade.
In 2003, then-Senator Hillary Clinton was widely-credited for recruiting and
helping Tata open a software development center in Buffalo, New York.
As a press release issued by Tata, announcing the opening, stated: “The deal
was the brainchild of Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton.”
A year before the announcement, Clinton had courted executives from Tata
and other Indian businesses—giving them a tour of the region. Clinton was so
instrumental to the deal that the company even flew her to Buffalo to join
Tata’s CEO, Subramaniam Ramadorai, for the announcement of the
company’s opening.
Even at the time, Clinton’s decision was a controversial one.
Five days before Clinton and Tata announced the Buffalo opening, Tata came
under fire for helping a Siemens unit in Lake Mary, Florida lay off its American
workers and forced them to train their lower-wage foreign replacements
brought in on guest worker visas.
As Bloomberg reported less than a week before the announcement of Tata’s
Buffalo opening, “Siemens made no bones about the cost-cutting nature of
the layoff.” Bloomberg noted that one of the foreign replacements, “who
speaks halting English,” allegedly earned just one-third of the original American
employee’s $98,000 a year salary.
Yet despite public outrage over Siemens and Tata’s anti-American worker
business model, Clinton forged ahead with Tata’s opening in Buffalo.
“The event signaled that Clinton, who portrays herself as a fighter for American
workers, had aligned herself with Indian American business leaders and Indian
companies feared by the labor movement,” the Los Angeles Times reported in
2007.
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Mike Emmons, one of the American Siemens workers who was axed and
replaced by a foreign worker, said that he was in touch with Clinton’s staff as all
of this was happening. Yet shortly after Emmons had reached out to Senator
Clinton seeking representation and protection for his colleagues from Tata’s job
theft, Emmons was forced to watch as Clinton celebrated Tata at its grand
opening in Buffalo.
In July of 2016, Emmons decided to speak out in response to Clinton’s claim
that she finds it “heartbreaking” when American workers are forced to train
their foreign replacements. In an op-ed titled, “Don’t Believe Clinton’s
Crocodile Tears Over Lost American Jobs,” Emmons denounced Clinton’s
“preference for foreign guest workers over qualified Americans.” Emmons
pointed specifically to Clinton’s long history of supporting expansions to the H1B program and her support for legislation “that would have weakened the
already laughably feeble ‘protections’ currently in place to prevent Americans
from being displaced by guest workers.”
“For me, the issue is personal. I am a tech worker who was replaced by a
foreign guest worker,” Emmons wrote. Emmons said that as he struggled to
afford medical care for his handicapped daughter and as he watched his
former colleagues struggle to make ends meet, he decided:
I could not remain silent… I reached out to elected office-holders across the
country, including Hillary Clinton, who had been elected Senator from New
York in 2000. Shortly after I reached out to Senator Clinton’s office, I saw that
she attended the grand opening of a Tata regional office in Buffalo, New York…
If Hillary Clinton truly was heartbroken about Americans being forced to train
their foreign replacements, she had ample opportunity to do something about
it when she was in office. I for one have good reason not to trust that she will do
the right thing if elected [president].
“Tata has been responsible for destroying tens of thousands of American jobs
and depressing the wages of countless more,” said IT labor expert and Howard
University Professor Ron Hira, who was a professor at the Rochester Institute of
Technology at the time of Tata’s opening in Buffalo.
Hira said that Clinton’s actions “enabled” Tata’s anti-American worker business
model:
These guest workers are imported by Tata because they are cheaper than
American workers. Over the ten-year period FY2005-14, Tata imported an
incredible 27,193 H-1B guest workers. We don’t know how many L-1 workers it
imported but it’s likely more than 10,000. That’s at least 27,193 jobs that
American workers should have been hired for or in many cases were already
doing (workers at Siemens, Northeast Utilities, and Southern California Edison)
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and got replaced by an H-1B worker. Those are high wage jobs that pay more
than $85k to American workers… Why would anyone court a company whose
business model is based upon destroying American jobs? It’s the height of
irrationality to think that destroying American jobs is effective economic
development policy… By giving Tata her repeated endorsements she enabled
these very practices.
Indeed, in a 2004 interview with then-CNN host Lou Dobbs, Clinton defended
Tata’s controversial practices, insisting that they brought jobs to Buffalo. “Well,
of course I know that they outsource jobs, that they’ve actually brought jobs to
Buffalo. They’ve created 10 jobs in Buffalo,” she said. “You know, outsourcing
does work both ways.”
IT expert and UC Davis professor Norm Matloff mocked Clinton for her remarks.
“Yeah, 10 whole jobs!” Matloff wrote at the time. “Tata imports thousands of H1Bs, and offshores untold numbers of jobs, but hey, they created 10 new jobs in
the U.S.!”
Matloff further pointed out that it was unknown whether those “10 whole jobs”
were even given to American workers, noting that Tata may very well “have
filled those 10 jobs with H-1Bs.”
Most remarkably, during her interview with Dobbs, Clinton declared, “We are
not against all outsourcing; we are not in favor of putting up fences.” Her
remarks were reported by the Times of India in an article titled, “Clinton Stands
Up For Tata, Outsourcing”.
During a 2005 trip to India, Clinton again reportedly defended the Tata deal,
insisting that it represented the type of cooperation that would “help prevent
the kind of negative feelings that could be stirred up by” by critics of
globalization. While on foreign soil, she called critics of the global marketplace,
presumably American workers who have been victims of globalization, “shortsighted.”
Around the same time, Clinton was pushing policies that would expand the
displacement of American workers. In 2006, Clinton backed Ted Kennedy’s
immigration plan which would have nearly doubled the cap on H-1B visas per
year. In 2007, Clinton specifically called for increasing the pool of foreign
workers available to corporate employers. “I also want to reaffirm my
commitment to the H-1B visa program and to increase the current cap,”
Clinton reportedly told a conference of Indian workers in Silicon Valley, whom
she addressed via satellite. “Foreign skilled workers contribute to greatly to our
US technological development,” Clinton told the group.
In contrast to the “foreign skilled workers” Clinton said she wants to import to
the U.S., Clinton suggested that Americans workers lack the necessary skills to
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fill U.S. jobs. Without citing any evidence to support her argument—and,
indeed, disregarding all of the evidence that would prove her statement to be
demonstrably false—Clinton suggested that American workers’ skills are not “in
line with the jobs.”
“There’s no shortage of talented, hardworking people in the United States—we
just need to get the skills more in line with the jobs,” Clinton said amid her call
for increasing the importation of foreign workers.
This statement is remarkable given the fact that the American workers who
Tata replaced—workers like Mike Emmons at Siemens—already had skills that
were “in line” with the job they were filling. In fact, the American workers
already filling those jobs were more skilled than their foreign replacements, as
evidenced by the fact that the American workers had to spend weeks training
their foreign lower-wage replacements.
Experts have shown that there’s actually a surplus of labor in the tech labor
market and have explained that this the reason IT workers have not seen a pay
raise since Bill Clinton’s administration. Despite these realities, Clinton chose to
parrot the debunked talking point that there is a shortage of skilled laborers
while addressing a conference of Silicon Valley employers in 2007. Clinton told
the crowd that, if elected President, she would address the concerns of Silicon
Valley CEOs, who want a larger pool of foreign workers.
“I have had countless meetings with people from the Silicon Valley and in
Silicon Valley bemoaning the shortage in the skills that are needed,” Clinton
said.
Clinton said that across the country there are jobs that American workers are
not filling—not just tech jobs, but blue collar jobs as well. Clinton suggested that
this is because workers do not have the skills for the jobs: “I hear that across the
country. There are auto mechanic jobs we cannot fill today. Thousands of
them, making 50, 60, 70 thousand dollars. There are airline mechanic jobs that
we can’t fill — there are so many jobs that we can’t get the right mix between
the person and the skill and the job.”
“We need to do more and we have to also recognize the shortage that exists
now,” Clinton added. “So I am reaffirming my commitment to the H1B visa and
increasing the current cap. Let’s just face the fact that foreign skilled workers
contribute greatly to what we have to do in being innovators…Yes, increase
the cap.”

Interestingly, despite the fact that Clinton has struggled to defend her
controversial support for doubling H-1B visas in the past, Computer World’s
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Patrick Thibodeau notes that in this election, “the H-1B visa is not mentioned in
her immigration platform, her tech policy platform or in the just-released draft
platform for the Democratic party.”
HCL
In addition to Tata, Clinton is also tied to HCL— the firm that helped Disney
World in Orlando, Florida lay off 250 American tech workers and forced them
to train their lesser-skilled foreign replacements brought in on H-1B visas.
Interestingly, Bob Iger, the Disney CEO who presided over the firing and
replacement of hundreds of American workers, is also a Hillary Clinton
supporter. In August, Iger hosted a big-ticket Hollywood fundraiser for Clinton at
the home of billionaire entertainment mogul Haim Saban in Beverly Park, a
gated community above Beverly Hills.
Iger serves as a co-chair of an open borders lobbying firm that has advocated
for the type of expansions to the foreign worker H-1B program that Clinton has
championed.
The Disney workers who suffered H-1B job theft are planning on filing a
discrimination lawsuit against Disney based on the contract between Disney
and HCL. The Disney workers’ attorney told Breitbart that they made
discrimination claims under the Title VII of the Civil Rights Act. The claims
include discrimination based on national origin (the displaced workers were
American/non-Indian, while their replacements were reportedly Indian
nationals).
Indeed, in 2009, HCL caused a stir when its Chief Executive, Vineet Nayar, said
that American tech grads are “unemployable”. As Daily Tech reported at the
time:
Mr. Nayar, speaking before an audience of business partners in New York City,
blasted American tech grads as ‘unemployable’. He elaborated that he views
American tech grads as inferior to those from India, China, and Brazil as the
Americans only want to ‘get rich’ and dream up ‘the next big thing. He says
students from countries like India, China, and Brazil are more willing to put the
effort into ‘boring’ details of tech process and methodology… Mr. Nayar also
complains about the cost of training Americans. He says that most Americans
are simply ‘too expensive’ to train.
The comments sparked outrage amongst the American tech community.
Yet just a few months after HCL’s then-CEO described American tech
graduates as inferior to Indian tech grads, former President Bill Clinton
accepted an invitation to speak at the company for a hefty fee. After Nayar’s
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anti-American tech worker comments, Clinton ultimately wound up delivering
two paid speeches to HCL for a total of $375,000. The first speech was in April of
2010 and the second was in November of 2011.
Clinton delivered his November 2011 to HCL at Disney World in Orlando, Florida.
Almost exactly three years later, 250 American workers at that very same
location at Disney World in Orlando Florida were informed that they would be
replaced with Indian workers that HCL had helped bring into the country on H1B visas.
As one employee explained, the American workers were gathered together at
a meeting with a top Disney executive. Many of the workers— who had been
described as “top performers”— thought the meeting was to recognize their
contributions to the company, or was about a potential promotion, or a bonus
of some kind. Some employees even thought the company was throwing them
a surprise party. Instead, the Disney executive reportedly informed them, “all of
you in this room will be losing your jobs in the next 90 days… Your jobs have
been given over to a foreign workforce. In the meantime, you will be training
your replacements until your jobs are 100 percent transferred over to them and
if you don’t cooperate you will not receive any severance pay.” Tears
streamed down employees faces, others completely broke down and were
“crying out loud,” “one employee was murmuring ‘no, this can’t be’ as they
were marched out of the room.”
Ninety days later, as one employee found himself living on unemployment
payments, he spoke of the “sleepless nights” that accompanied the pressure
of trying to provide for food and shelter for his family. He spoke of the feeling of
alienation that accompanied the “huge influx’ of foreign workers whose
presence transformed the composition of the company overnight. “A foreign
language was suddenly being spoken throughout the building hallways,” the
worker said. He said he felt “betrayed” and described the “humiliat[ing],”
“disgraceful” and “demoralizing” experience as he had no choice but “to
watch a foreign worker completely take over my job.”
“I’ve spoken to thousands of American families whose lives have been
destroyed by this business model,” said the Disney workers’ attorney, Sara
Blackwell, who runs an organization that represents high-skilled American
workers who have been replaced by low-wage foreign guest workers.
“American workers tend to have a very emotional reaction to being forced to
train their replacements,” Blackwell explained.
They know that they are being sold out. And they feel as though they are
contributing to the death of the American tech workforce by training their
replacements, but they’ve been forced to do it in order to get their severance
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pay, which they need so that they can pay their mortgage, and feed their
families. Workers tell me that they feel physically sick as they’re forced to train
their replacements. They go home and vomit; they cry every single night; they
go into counseling; they’re admitted to hospitals; there are divorces; we’ve
seen two suicides as a result of these cheap labor practices. And when the
workers are officially let go and can’t find work, that kind of emotional distress
drives a lot of them to homelessness, a lot of them move in with their older
parents. It has single-handedly destroyed American families by the thousands.
“Hillary Clinton is by far the worst person we could have in the White House,”
Blackwell added. “If Hillary wins, there will be no protections for these American
workers. They will have no voice.”
India’s Favorite Senator
The Obama campaign memo hitting Clinton’s ties to India also emphasized
that “in 2004, Clinton co-founded and became the co-chair of the Senate
India Caucus which was coordinated by the U.S. India Political Action
Committee (USINPAC).”
According to the Los Angeles Times, the USINPAC “cites the Tata deal as one
of Clinton’s top three achievements as a senator– and evidence of a
turnabout, in its view, from her past criticism of outsourcing. ‘Even though she
was against outsourcing at the beginning of her political career,’ the USINPAC
website says, ‘she has since changed her position and now maintains that
offshoring brings as much economic value to the United States as to the
country where services are outsourced, especially India.’”
Information Technology Professionals Association of America (ITPAA)— an antioffshoring advocacy group that labeled Clinton a “weasel” in 2005 for her
embrace of anti-American worker labor practices—described Clinton’s India
caucus as “a group of senators that supports issues important to India,
including outsourcing and H-1B and L-1 visas.”
A blog post on the CWA union’s website warned that Clinton’s India Caucus
represents, “the first time in the history of the U.S. Senate that a country-focused
caucus has been constituted.” The CWA post urged readers to “check if your
U.S. Senator is a member of the caucus. If Yes, WRITE and object to the H-1B
Visa Program and OFFSHORE OUTSOURCING OF AMERICAN JOBS!”
Indeed, as the Los Angeles Times reported, in her effort to “woo” wealthy
Indian Americans donors, Clinton has repeatedly “telegraphed” her support for
a globalized world, including the benefits of “open borders” and outsourcing.
Clinton is successfully wooing wealthy Indian Americans, many of them
business leaders with close ties to their native country and an interest in
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protecting outsourcing laws and expanding access to worker visas. Her
campaign has held three fundraisers in the Indian American community
recently, one of which raised close to $3 million, its sponsor told an Indian news
organization… Her campaign continues to telegraph — sometimes in front of
Indian American audiences — that she sees benefits to a globalized world.
Three weeks ago, her husband drew applause at a conference of 14,000 Indian
Americans in Washington as he extolled the benefits of “open borders, easy
travel, easy immigration.” He said the outsourcing debate bothered him
because it failed to acknowledge the contributions of Indians who settled in the
U.S. The same day, he headlined a fundraiser at the conference for his wife’s
campaign.
While then-Senator Obama—who as President pushed policies to expand the
displacement of American workers through large-scale foreign worker
programs—eventually apologized for the memo’s “caustic tone,” his
campaign’s message was unmistakably clear: a Hillary Clinton Presidency
would not represent the interests of American workers, but would instead
represent the desires of wealthy donors and foreign corporations.
While Clinton’s record on these issues were apparently a topic of discussion
during the 2008 election, it is perhaps interesting that in the 2016 election—
which has been so driven by the issues of trade, immigration, national
sovereignty, and opposition to globalization— Clinton’s history on this issue has
received so little attention. It remains to be seen whether Clinton will be asked
about her controversial positions on these subjects during next week’s debate.”
BOTTOM LINE: THE CLINTONS SUCK - BILL SIGNED THE H-1B BILL AND HILLARY
SUCKED INDIAN BLOOD MONEY FOR POLITICAL PURPOSES. NO WONDER INDIA
CALLS HER THE VISA GODDESS.

http://www.breitbart.com/2016-presidential-race/2016/09/20/hillary-clintonrecord-on-visas/
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HILLARY H1B WIKILEAKS COMMENTS RELEASED - READ
AND WEEP - IT’S A MIXED BAG – OCTOBER 17, 2016.

Hillary H1B WikiLeaks Comments Released - Read and Weep - It’s a Mixed Bag
Presented is a digest of Hillary's just released Wall St. speeches via WikiLeaks.
Hillary speaks of H1B. She admits Americans tech workers are losing their jobs
and it is being abused. This an for the record academic exercise. Do a search
on H1B and you will find seven (7) occurrences.
I present them to you as a public service:
Hillary Clinton: “There Has To Be An Extra Effort Made To Try To Fill Jobs With
People
Who Are Already Here.” “But given the great recession and the fact that so
many people lost to try to fill jobs with people who are already here. They can
be either native born or immigrants, but already here, so that then if that's not
possible you have a good faith argument that you tried, because too many
people like the H1B visas are, instead of an opportunity to get good, strong
talent, a way of avoiding hiring American workers. So I do think there has to be
some sensitivity to that, but I believe that's doable. I don't think that's an
overwhelming task.” [Hillary Clinton
Remarks at Nexenta, 8/28/14]
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Hillary Clinton Supported H1B Visas. “But if you look at the evidence, I think the
figures are pretty impressive that I think it's like 40 percent of Fortune 500
companies have been started by immigrants. I think obviously the role that
immigrants in technology play as evidenced by your hands is just unparalleled.
I think that we are hurting ourselves by failing to do comprehensive immigration
reform. And I know politically it's difficult because there are a lot of people in
public office who hear only the loud voices that are on the negative side, and
oftentimes it is out of a place of fear, not a place of understanding or as I'd say
evidence. So I think that what we've got to do is keep making the case, but we
need more voices. And the only point I would make for the tech community is
on the H1B visas, I support them. When I was a Senator from New York I
supported them.” [Hillary Clinton Remarks at Nexenta, 8/28/14]
Hillary Clinton Said It Was “Essential to Keep Focused On the Visa Issue” When
H1B Visas Were Brought Up. “PHIL FERNANDEZ: Thank you […] 40 CEOs said like
to a person, H1B, you know, we need more H1Bs. HILLARY CLINTON: Right. […]
So let me just make three quick points. One, I think it's essential to keep focused
on the visa issue, because that's a discrete problem that even though I'd like to
see it be part of an overall, comprehensive reform, you have to keep pushing
to open the aperture, you know, get more and more opportunities.” [Hillary
Clinton Remarks at Marketo, 4/8/14]
Hillary Clinton Joked “Don’t Give” Putin An H1B Visa. “PHIL FERNANDEZ: I'm just
amazed at your ability to talk from income disparity to H-1Bs, to Vladmir Putin
and everything inbetween. HILLARY CLINTON: Don't give him an H-1B.” [Hillary
Clinton Remarks at Marketo, 4/8/14]
Calling For More H-1B Visas, Clinton Noted “We Educate People In Our
Institutions, And Then We Don't Let Them Stay.” “PRESIDENT JACKSON: Thank
you. You know, at SHRM, as HR professionals, we are actively engaged in this
debate over comprehensive immigration reform. We see reform as a way to
address the projected skills gap that we see in the U.S. Now, your voting record
in the Senate indicates a strong support for expanding the H-1B Guest Worker
Visa Program. What are your thoughts on the immigration reform debate, and
where do you think it's headed? MS. HILLARY CLINTON: Well, I hope it's heading
toward a new law that will resolve a lot of these hard issues about
comprehensive immigration reform. I'm very hopeful that the debate now
going on in the Senate that they'll reach a bipartisan agreement, pass a bill
and then send it to the House to consider it, and hopefully, the House will pass
a comparable bill and then we can work out the differences. It's way overdue.
I mean, if you look at what the core of the debate is, yes, we need to make
sure we have border security. That's not only about immigration. That's about
terrorism, criminal activities, trafficking drugs, people, guns. I mean, there's
many reasons to have effective border security in addition to the immigration
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reasons. We have to do more to bring people out of the shadows, hold
employers accountable if they continue to employ people that they know are
illegal and put people who are willing to pay their dues literally and figuratively
in line for legal status. So I think the bill that the four Republicans and four
Democrats came up with has the core principles that we need to enact. I'm
sure there will be a lot of variations on amendments, but if the core stays the
same, I think that's important. Now, specifically about H-1B visas, you know, we
give so many more student visas than we give H-1B visas. We educate people
in our institutions, and then we don't let them stay in our country and work for
you and work on behalf of improving our productivity and dealing with our
problems. So I know you have advocated strongly for a lot of these reforms. I
support what you're trying to do because I think our economic recovery is to
some extent fueled by a steady stream of well-qualified, productive workers
coming out of our own institutions, native born, legally here and those who
have something to contribute who are going to help us continue to grow our
economy.” [Hillary Clinton remarks at SHRRM Chicago, 6/15/13]
https://ia601509.us.archive.org/19/items/HRCPaidSpeechesFlags/HRC Paid
Speeches Flags.pdf

MIKE EMMONS EDUCATES FOX NEWS ABOUT VISA ABUSE
AND HILLARY - ROBERT MURDUCK - DO YOU HAVE EARS –
OCTOBER 17, 2016?

Mike Emmons has not forgotten the grief to his life and others performed by
Hillary Clinton.
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http://video.foxnews.com/v/5173356368001/tech-worker-accuses-hillaryclinton-of-betrayal/?

THE NEW YORK POST - HILLARY’S DREAMS OF “OPEN
BORDERS” IS A NIGHTMARE FOR SOON TO BE OUT-OFWORK IT WORKER ZOMBIES WANDERING US CITIES WITH
PENCILS STABBING THEIR SCABS AND WRITING CODE ON
STREET TRASH IN DESPAIR – OCTOBER 19, 2016.
By Betsy McCaughey October 18, 2016 | 9:08pm
The New York Post - Hillary’s Dreams of “open borders” is a Nightmare for Soon
to be Out-of-Work IT Worker Zombies Wandering US Cities with Pencils Stabbing
their Scabs and Writing Code on Street Trash in Despair.
Notable Article Quote: “Clinton promises to protect American jobs. Don’t count
on it. Hillary’s “private position” on open borders — her secret dream of
unlimited immigration — is one of the bombshell revelations in the recent
WikiLeaks disclosure of her paid speeches.”
I QUOTE ENTIRE NY Post
“Immigration will take center stage Wednesday night at the final Donald
Trump-Hillary Clinton debate. Clinton dreams of “open borders.” Count on her
to yank on your heartstrings. But workers who are losing their jobs to newcomers
from other countries know first-hand the danger of increasing immigration.
“Trump’s challenge will be to convince voters that putting American workers
first is not racist or xenophobic. It’s simple economics. Hillary’s “dream” of open
borders is a nightmare for wage-earners.”
“Do the math: In the last 12 months, jobs held by immigrants have increased
five times as fast as those held by US-born workers. The American labor force is
being displaced at a rapid pace.”
“To add insult to injury, some pink-slipped workers are being forced to train
low-wage replacements after they’ve been fired. Last year, Walt Disney World
in Orlando, Fla., fired 250 tech workers and then demanded they spend their
final weeks on the job teaching their replacements from India”
“Clinton promises to protect American jobs. Don’t count on it. Hillary’s “private
position” on open borders — her secret dream of unlimited immigration — is
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one of the bombshell revelations in the recent WikiLeaks disclosure of her paid
speeches.”
“Now it’s clear why she refused to disclose these speeches when Bernie
Sanders demanded them.”
“Sanders smelled a rat during the primary season, when Hillary courted labor
with assurances she’d preserve their jobs. He warned that her globalist views
would allow wealthy corporations “to bring in all kinds of people [who] work”
for low pay and “would make everybody in America poorer.” He did the math
and saw that it’s already happening.”
“Since November 2007, jobs belonging to native-born workers have declined
by 1.5 million, while jobs held by immigrants (legal and illegal) have grown by 2
million. In the last year alone, employment by native-born American workers
inched up a meager 1 percent. Immigrant employment shot up 5 percent.”
“Some economists point to Adam Smith’s long-held theory that the invisible
hand of the global market place should allow labor and raw materials to move
wherever they will be used to maximum benefit. In short, open borders and
free trade. That’s the theory.”
“But in the United States, Smith’s invisible hand is smacking labor upside the
head.”
“A steady stream of newly arriving workers keeps wages down in industries like
buildings-and-grounds maintenance and food preparation and serving. That
benefits business owners and consumers, but the data show it depresses the
standard of living of wage earners in these industries — the people mowing
lawns, packaging frozen foods and serving burgers.”
“As Harvard economist George Borjas shows, it also hurts immigrants already
here who are struggling to make it.
“Hillary has declared income inequality Public Enemy No 1. She’s
campaigning to raise the federal minimum wage. That’s two-faced, so long as
she allows immigration to drive down wages of disadvantaged minorities,
including high-school dropouts and people with limited English skills.”
“Mid-level computer workers and skilled technicians are also getting slammed
by an influx of foreign workers brought here expressly to undercut their salaries.”
“US law allows companies to evade immigration limits and bring in foreign
workers under H-1B visas to fill jobs as long as it doesn’t “adversely affect”
conditions for US workers. But as one laid off Disney worker said, “Was I
negatively affected? Yeah, I was. I lost my job.”
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“During the Republican primaries, Donald Trump attacked these special visas
and pledged, “If I am president, I will not issue any H-1B visas.” Trump’s not
entirely innocent — he used similar immigration loopholes to staff his resorts. But
he says what he did as a businessman and what he’ll do as president are
different.”
“Meanwhile, tech firms like Facebook and Apple are pushing for more — not
fewer — H-1B visas and looser immigration laws. Tech moguls are shoveling
millions into Clinton’s campaign. And remember: Money talks, especially with
the Clintons.”
Betsy McCaughey is a senior fellow at the London Center for Policy Research.
END QUOTE
HILLARY CLINTON AND HER CROWD OF ADVISORS HAVE TO CHANGE THEIR
POLICY OR THINGS COULD GET UGLY ON THE STREET, THIS IS UNSUSTAINABLE THE NUMBER OF FOREIGN GUEST WORKERS ENTERING THE COUNTY EXCEEDS ALL
KNOWN ESTIMATES AS USA NATIVE BORDERS WORKERS ARE BEING DECIMATED NO WAY OUT AND NO WHERE TO GO.
http://nypost.com/2016/10/18/hillarys-open-borders-dream-is-a-nightmare-forworkers/

George Carlin — 'That's why they call it the American Dream,
because you have to be asleep to believe it.'
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TRUMP STUNNER - H-1B AND JOB LOSS AND IT WORKERS
TRAINING FOREIGN REPLACEMENT WAS A MICROCOSM
FOR EVENTS THAT UNFOLDED – NOVEMBER 8, 2016.

Election Day November 2016
Trump Stunner - H-1B and Job Loss and IT Workers Training Foreign
Replacement was a Microcosm for Events that Unfolded.
Voters were mad as hell and were not taking it any more. That includes IT jobs
being decimated, it means factories ripped from the ground and shipped to
China or Mexico, it means that the total disregard of the US population as a
whole by Wall Street the elites of Washington is over.
I QUOTE NOTABLE PATRICK
“President-elect Donald Trump realized early in his campaign that U.S. IT
workers were angry over training foreign visa-holding replacements. He knew
this anger was volcanic.”
“Trump is the first major U.S. presidential candidate in this race -- or any
previous presidential race -- to focus on the use of the H-1B visa to displace IT
workers. He asked former Disney IT employees, upset over having to train
foreign replacements, to speak at his rallies.”
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"The fact is that Americans are losing their jobs to foreigners," said Dena Moore,
a former Disney IT worker at a Trump rally in Alabama in February. "I believe Mr.
Trump is for Americans first."
“Disney IT employee, is flanked by U.S. Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-Ala.), left, and
presidential candidate Donald Trump at a Trump rally where Perrero spoke of
his experience of being laid off last year after training his visa-holding
replacement.”
“Trump teamed up with Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-Ala.) to draft an H-1B platform
that makes the visa more expensive to use and protects U.S. workers from
displacement. Sessions, who heads the Senate Immigration Subcommittee,
was the first senator to endorse Trump.”
“A President Trump will have powers independent of Congress to change visa
programs. The Optional Practical Training (OPT) extension, for instance, was
created by executive order under the President George W. Bush administration
and expanded by President Barack Obama.”
“The OPT program allows STEM students on an F-1 visa to work in the U.S. for up
to three years without an H-1B visa. Critics have called it a backdoor H-1B visa,
and it could be changed by the president's signature.”
“Curbing the H-1B visa doesn't eliminate offshore outsourcing. Visa restrictions
may complicate the ability of the IT services industry to work in the U.S., but
they may have little impact on offshore outsourcing. Business models will adjust.
The bigger problem facing Trump is making it more attractive for firms to keep
the jobs in the U.S.”
“In dealing with Congress on the H-1B issue, Sessions will play a key role.”
“Sessions has drawn repeated attention to the use of H-1B workers to replace
U.S. IT workers, and made it a mission to give "voice" to displaced workers. His
committee reached out to affected workers at Southern California Edison and
other companies and heard testimony from one displaced former IT employee
at Disney.”
“Democratic challenger Hillary Clinton never once mentioned the H-1B issue in
this campaign, but she saw the problem.”
“Clinton, in an interview with Vox, said that "everybody with six degrees of
separation either knows or thinks they know someone who knows somebody
who lost a job to an undocumented worker or to a worker brought over on a
visa to do their job. There's just a lot of churn that suggests this is a real
problem."
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“What Clinton described is the definition of viral, and she was right. For nearly
25 years, IT workers have been complaining of training their foreign
replacements and the anger had indeed gone viral. Trump used that, Clinton
did not.”

EXCERPT FROM WASH POST ARTICLE: HILLARY HAD A
ANALYTICS SOFTWARE THAT WAS A DUD: NEVER TOLD HER
TO GO TO WISCONSIN AT ALL, IT WAS CALLED ADA –
NOVEMBER 10, 2016.

Excerpt from WASH POST article: Hillary had a analytics software that was a
dud: never told her to go to Wisconsin at all, It was called ADA, Ada Lovelace,
the Countess of Lovelace was an English mathematician and writer, chiefly
known for her work on Charles Babbage's early mechanical general-purpose
computer, the Analytical Engine (WIKI)
“These miscalculations probably cost Clinton key states that Obama won four
years ago: Michigan, Wisconsin, Florida and Pennsylvania. Clinton walked
away having won the popular vote but having lost badly to Trump in the
electoral college.”
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“While her reliance on analytics became well known, the particulars of “Ada”
the algorithm’s work were kept under tight wraps, according to aides. The
algorithm operated on a separate server than the rest of the Clinton operation
as a security precaution, and only a few senior aides had access.”
“According to aides, a raft of polling numbers, public and private, were fed
into the algorithm, as well as ground-level voter data collected by the
campaign. Once early voting began, those numbers were factored in, too.”
“With that, aides said, Ada ran 400,000 simulations a day of what the race
against Trump might look like. It spat out a report giving campaign manager
Mook and others a detailed picture of which battleground states were most
likely to tip the race in one direction or another — and guiding decisions about
where to spend time and deploy resources.”
“But was it the right guidance? It appears that the importance of some states
Clinton would lose — including Michigan and Wisconsin — never became fully
apparent or that it was too late once it did.”
“Clinton made several visits to Michigan during the general election, but it
wasn’t until the final days that she, Obama and her husband made a
concerted effort.”
“As for Wisconsin, Clinton didn’t make any general-election appearances
there at all.”
LIVE BY ADA - DIE BY ADA - LIVE IN A BUBBLE – POP – MORE REASONS THAT
HILLARY WILL GO DOWN AS ONE OF THE WORST CANDIDATES IN HISTORY, AFTER
ALL SHE LOST TO TRUMP.
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BERNIE PROPOSES THAT OUTSOURCING BE OFFSHORED BY
OUTSOURCING THE OFFSHORING TO THE US SHORES –
NOVEMBER 29, 2016.

By Patrick Thibodeau
Senior Editor, Computerworld | NOV 29, 2016 1:32 PM PT
Bernie Proposes that Outsourcing be Offshored by Outsourcing the Offshoring to
the US Shores.
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Bernie Tag Teams with The Donald on Indy Carrier Plant Offshore Horrors. IT may
get some star dust as a result.
I QUOTE PATRICK:
“Former presidential candidate and U.S. Sen. Bernie Sanders will introduce
legislation to discourage companies from relocating jobs offshore. The
legislation would punish offshore decisions with loss of tax breaks and
government contracts and impose an "outsourcing tax" on firms that proceed
nonetheless.”
“The proposal, announced this weekend, singles out United Technologies for its
decision to close its Carrier Corp. manufacturing plant in Indianapolis and
relocate operations to Mexico.”
“Sander's proposal is ostensibly aimed at manufacturing relocations, but his
proposal is broad enough that it may affect IT offshoring decisions as well. Most
affected will likely be those firms that do both, namely large IT companies that
receive government contracts and also run manufacturing and software
development operations here and abroad.”
“As of 2015, tech manufacturing employment accounted for about 9 percent
of the total base of manufacturing employment – or about 351,000 employees,
said CompTIA, an industry group.”
“Sanders made offshore outsourcing a high-profile issue in the presidential
campaign, and was one of 10 senators who signed a letter in 2015 asking for
an investigation into Southern California Edison's decision to move IT jobs
offshore.”
“While Sander's proposal does not mention IT jobs specifically, "IT jobs would go
to Mexico along with everyone else," said Russ Harrison, the director of
government relations at the IEEE-USA.”
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3142740/it-outsourcing/sanderslaunches-new-attack-on-offshore-outsourcing.html

BERNIE AND HILLARY TWO BUBBLES FLOATNG OVER A POND that
NEVER POPPED, THEY JUST FLOATED WHILE THE REST OF THE WORLD
SPINNED BY.
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